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PAINJOAH, KY., WEDNFASDAS 'MORNING, AUGUST l•
Justice Swift and Sure "01 sti urgOR TA givi
Meted Out to Negro Brute B RtAtYli IST1PLI: HNA W
.rfallametamo
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0
O SCHEDULE.
0
- 6:45
• 0 TRAIN ARRIVED.
0
o 6:55
O BRUTE ARRIVED AT
O COURT HOUSE.
O 7)
O ARRAIGNED BEFORE
O JUDGE BUGG AND
O PLEADED GUILTY.
0 7:19
O JUDGE INSTRUCTS JURY
O AND SENDS THEM TO
O ROOM..
0
O 7:45
O JURY RETUNED AND
O RENDERED VERDICT.
0
O 7:30
O DEATH SENTENCE PRO-
O NOUNCED.
0
O 7:45
O NEGRO REACHED SCAF-
O FOLD.
0
O 7:55
O DROP FELL. 0
(1
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Justice swift and sure was meted
cut last evening to Albert Mathis the:
ig year old negro brute who ravished
Miss Ethel McClain at the outskirts
• of Mayfield hut Wednesday after-
noon. Within 30 minutes after Judge
Bugg opened court at Mayfield on
the arrival of the train from Louis-
the negro had been arraigned,
jury impaneled, plea of guilty made,
pasalty fixed at death, sentence
p-sead for immediate execution an
court adjourned: Twenty-five mintites
later the negro was hang by the
officers of the law from a scaffold
in the Graves county Jail yard.. The
trial and execution consuming less
than one hour's time. The penalty
was paid, the majesty of the law up-
held and the people satisfied
When the Louisville train passed
tl rough this city at 6:15 o'clack last
evening it had on board the black
brute Albert Mathis who ravished
Miss Ethel McClain at Mayfield
Wednesday. He was being conveyed
from Louisville. where the Padncah
o!ficers had conveyed him Saturday
night, for safe keeping. back to May-
field to answer befote a special terin
of the ,.rcuit court that had been
convened by Judge R. 1. Bugg of
aiardwell for the purpose of giving
him a trial.
At Norteniville theetrain was board-
ed by Company E. of Madisonville of
the state militia contposed of 28 men.
meier the enmesead of Captain Ed L.
Young, and at Princeton Company
D. of Iropkinsville, composed of 28.
men under Captain Ed Clark, who,
under orders from Governor Beck-
ham were ordered to escort the negro
lo Mayfield and hold themselves sub-
ject to the orders of Judge Bugg.
'.Col. Bassett of Hoplcinsville was in
command of the companies, as well
as the Mayfield company that awaited
thc train's arrival at that point. Ad-
0
ó'A
 
Special Term of Court at col0
O Mayfield Affixes Death0
O Penalty and Sentence; in0
O Thirty Minutes, and in0
O Twenty-tiveMinutesMore
O the Rapist is Hanged.
LEW THAN A WEEK AGO THE
BLACK DEVIL IN HUMAN
POEM OVERPOWERED A
YOUNG LADY AND OUT-
RAGED HER. REPEATED EF-
FORTS TO LYNCH HIM FOIL-
ED BY THE OFFICERS OF THE
LAW AT MAYFIELD AND PA-
DUCAH.
0
O The Accused Entered the P1I of
O Guilty and Asked the Judi to
0
O Have Some One Pray For 
tIlm
O Dropped Five Times From the
Scaffold, the Last Time Breaking
His Neck—An Incepient Effort to
Lynch Another Negro Forestalled
O by Officers and Culprie Now in
Paducah Jail.
jutant General Henry R. Lawrence of
Cadiz, was also aboard of the train
and went to Mayfied.
Although it was known that the
negro and soldiers would pass
through this city on that train, there
were no Paducah people at the de-
pot other than the newspaper men
ancl persons having business there.
In the first car was a detachment of
the Madisonville company, while in
the rear coach were the remainder of
the soldiers and prisoner in charge of
Deputy Sheriff Oscar Elmore of
Graves county and his assistants.
Seated at one of the windows was
Methis who is a black negro, about
5 feet 3 inches tall, weighing about
tto lb+ dressed in a dark suit of
clothes and with- a brown corduroy
cap. Instead of Seing the idiot that
he had been represented by some
people, his face bore a look of in
telligence and impressed one with the
feet that he knew exactly what he
was doing when he assaulted his vic-.
tins. He gazed out of the window
with composure and seemed rather
indifferent. He is a genuine negro,
black, thick lipped and I./Oh rather
a ffat nose and about tei years of
are. The look on his face was th
of an insolent negro with an air of
defiance. En route down he talked
hut little saying he would talk to the
judge. When the Madisonville corn-
'any boaraed the train at Norton
vil e, he thought they were going to
lynch him, and when he diecovereci
his mistake, he asked to have the
handcuffs removed, but h;s request
was not granted.
Ais 6:45 o'clock the train pulledi in-
to Mayfield. Thousands were at the
depot and die streets leading thereto
anxiously awaiting the arrival of the
prisoner. Onetwany 1. of Mayfield,
was lined up on the platform, and the
crowd, sts soicon as it learned that
MILITIA WOULD NOT HAVE FIRED
ON CROWD IN DEFENSE OF RAPIST
it is all over now, but it may be
a eource of gratification to some to
learn that if an attempt hadl been
made by the citizens of Mayfield to
take the negro rapist that not a shot
would have been fired by the militia
in the brute's deferrer.
The Megister has it upon good ate
thoritiy that the militiamen openly as-
0
sorted that they would not lift a fin-
ger to prevent the lynching.
They said the governor had ordered
them there, and they had to obey
but if he expected 'them to protect
such a brute, he was badly mistaken
—wasne old story of taking a horse
.to water, but couidln't make him
drink.
RAISING FUNDS FOR THE UNFORTUNATE VICTIM
Mayfield, July 31.—Mr. Riley Allen
and others have a subscription list
and have been working Incessantly
for the past two or three days get-
ting contributions for Miss Ethel Mc-
T.ane, the unfortunate gtrl who was
so outrageously mistreated, abueed
end aisralted by the negro Alter
Mathis.
The people are responding to the
call for this young lady, and hun-
dreds of dollars have been contri-
buted for her us* and benefit.
These gentlemen deserve the last-
ing gratitude of Mrs. McLane and
her daunhter and to the womanhood
of Grave, county.
-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
THE LAW IN THE CASE. 0
0
Section 1137. Punishment 0
by death—private execution— 0
expenses. Persons sentenced 0
to suffer death shall be hung 0
by the neck, until dead, by 0
the sheriff of the county, or 0
other person designated by 0
the court, at such time ast the 0
court shall order, ana the 0
execution shalt take place in 0
some inclosure convenient to 0
the prison where the defend- 0
ant is confined, in the pres- 0
ence of not more than 0
fifty persons, ten of whom 0
may be designated .by the 0
court rendering the judgment, 0
and the remainder by the 0
sheriff executing it. No fee 0
shall be charged to any per- 0
son permitted to witness the 0
execution. The time fixed for
the sentence shall not be less
than twenty nor more than
ninety days after sentence is
pronounced, unless thk public
peace and safety, in the opin-
ion of the court, require a
shorter time. The expense of
the execution and burial shall
be paid out of the treasury.—
Kentucky Statutes page 533.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TEAR OF HALE OF
HIGHWAY AT A TIME
Mathis was in the rear car, surged in
that direction and Much excitement
prevailed. The soldiers quickly forced
the crowd back and when Deputy El-
more appeared at the car door with
the prisoner, a shout went op from
thousands of throats'.
Immediately the lines were formed
with Company I in the lead, then the
prisoner and deputies, followed by
Companies D. and E. The march
was taken up to the court hairse six
blocks away, and crowds blockaded
the sidewalks and streets, but the
solders pushed steadily forward in
a hurried walk, and arrived safely at
the court house with the prisoner.
Three attempts were made by some
of the crowd to get the negro fssom
the lines, but the seildiers forced the
crowd heck. At one point one man
more daring than the resit tried to
incite the crowd to violence, but he
failed, although one of the soldiers
'who was active in forcing the crowd
back was struck in the head, but not
seriously injured.
Guards had already been statiosed
at the court room door to keep out
the crowd until after the prisoner's
arrival, before which time the news-
paper men were admitted, and through
the courtesy of Judge Rugg were
providell with 'tables and chairs in-
side of the her.
Soon the tramp of the soldiery
could be heard in the halls below and
the lines swung into the Tonsil and
utraeShaled about the bar with the
prisoner in the center. The populance
rusihedi pelt mell into the room and in
a few minutes the place was jammed
Judge Boger rapped for order and
opened court at 7 o'clock. He ad-
dressed the gathering, saying, that the
court wanted the people there, but
if they made any demons't'rations
either of approval, or disapproval,
during the hearing of the case, that
he would order the court room cleare(t
and not proceed) with the trial until
after they- had left the room. The
crowd tooki him at his word and was
as orderly as possible under the cir-
cumstances.
Attorney W. S Foy. of the local
bar had been appointed to defend
the inegro, and after conferring with
the prisoner for ai few moments, the
plea of guilty was made by the ac-
cused The indictment was read by
Circuit Court Clerk Wilson to the
prisoner and he again pleaded guilty
A jury was called and qualified,
being compirtsed of Chas,. Shafer, C.
O. Sexton, J. L. Sosiby, Jaicob Perkins,
J. C Parkl, W R. Owens, L. Plumber,
C. E. Wilson, W. H. Elliott, A. D.
Cosby and two others. After being
sworn and tested and accepted. Cone-
monwealthis attorney W. N. Hester
stated the case to them and also in-
formed them that the accused' had
entered the plea of guilty to the in-
dictment.
At 7:11 o'clock Judge Bugg bean
his 'instructions to the jury which
were brief mai to the effect that they
(Cbutintnid on Page Five.)
THE BAD PLACES IN THE CON-
CRETE CURB AND GUT-
TER MUST BE REPAIR-
ED FIRST.
Contractor Bridges Has Started His
Men to Work Excavating for
Pavements on Kentucky
Avenue.
The bittrlithic contractors having
about caught up with their work on
Kentucky avenue, the crew spreading
the tarlike composition will have a
number of idle days while waiting
for the concrete and gravel founda-
tion to harden on Jefferson stret and
the cross thoroughfares, so the bitu-
lithie can be spread on these streets
also. it takes ten days for the con-
crete foundation to properly harden,
and the "spreading crew" have noth-
ing to do during that time but wait.
the contractors yesterday asked the
board of pnblic works' permission to
tear up the old bitulithic on Broad-
way between Fifth and Ninth so new
composition could be put down to
displace the inferior stuff spread in
an unsatisfactory manner When Broad-
way was reconstructed stammer before
last. The contractors want to rebuild
that thoroughfare with the "spread.-
frets crew" as by the time they could
get this work done the foundation on
Jefferson. Sixth, Seventh and Ninth
will be 'hard enoteels to weirk there
The ilmntractors want to tear up the
old composition on the north side of
Rena4way first, put down new, and
then tear up the south half. In dais
manner they leave half of the street
open for traffic.
On the contractors making their
request of the board yesterday, they
stated they would like' for the bad
places to be repaired firm along the
concrete curb and gutter that was
laid by die° Anchor Roof and Pawing
company of Evansville, fat, on
Broadway. The bitulithic people got
the *tete, getter and sidewplk con-
tract from Ed Terrell who was
awarded it. and Olsen sublet it to the
Evansville people,, and as the latter
executed bond guaranteeing to main-
tain the curb. Rutter, etc., for five
years, the nutter eves yesterday re-
ferred to the city solicitor so he can
look into the question from a. legal
standpoint, and see if the Evansville
people are the ones to repair die num-
erous hal places or those getting the
contract originally, and sub-Ietting it
to the Anchor people.
The bitulithie people will today
finish spreadig their composition on
the aveue, and be ready for the Broad-
way work just as soon as the board
permits them to start. On account
of the Broadway job being of !pitch
an inferior nature the contractors
want to rebuild before asking the
city to pay for the work,.
The board of works meets this
afternoon and will probably take some
action on the matter.
'Pursuant to the orders of the board
of public work,. Contractor Bridges
has stared his men to work t xcavat-
ing at Fotrrthand Kentucky avenue
for the concrete sidewalks that will
run alongside the bitulithic thorough-
fare. Just as. socm as the laborers dig
out the dirt. the endeta for the found-
ation will be thrown in and then let
lay to settle compactly for some days
before the workmen ?taW to spread-
ing the concrete.
Interurban Bonds.
r. j. J. Fretecffich of the Kentucky
and Ohio River Interurban Railroad
company, has returned from Bandana,
Ky., where he met the business men
and fatmers and laid before them the
proposition to subscribe for $15,0f10
worth of the company's bonds. Mr.
Fretsteillich reports tRat fie was suck
ceselftsf in floating the bonds, and that
prospects were the road wool be a go.
They have been working on it for sev-
eral years, their idea being to con-
struct an electric road from here to
' ..1
Jackson Renick Travis.
Allen Jacksdn, colored. was ar-
rested yesterday by Officers Johnson
and Cross on the charge of hitting
Nolte( Travis, also colored.
1906. VOL 23, NO. 77
Foiled in Attempt to Assault
a Four Year Old Girl, Negro
Murders Mother and Two Babies
Canonsburg, Pa., July 31.--Coroner
W. H. Sipe and Constable John J.
Miller of Canonsburg drove into town
at 7:30 o'clock this Morning with El-
mer 'Dempster, a to-year-old negro
who had been arrested for the murder
of Mrs. Samuel Pearce and two chil-
dren, and a shooting of a third child
last evening.
Dempster was taken to the Wash-
ington county jail at Washington, Pa.,
leaving here on a trolley car at
o'clock.
While no blood stans. were found
on the prisoner, suspicion first rest-
en on him last night, when it was
learned that he was the last person
seen about the house before the trag-
edy. Dempster was a helper on the
Pearce farm, and after the departure
of Samuel Pearce with his siser, 'Miss
Fanny Pearce, for the Canonsburg
railroad station, Dempster is said to
have been at the scene of the tragedy
looking after the stock. He was
taken from his bed at 2 o'clock this
morning and put through a course of
sweating which lasted until daylight
when, it is alleged, he made a com-
plete confession.
The only things missnss from the
Pearce home are $12 and a few cents
and the revolver with which Mrs.
Pearce and her two children. were
ram *red.
Robert Pearce, 3 years old, the only
survivor of the awful tragedy, who
was shot through tpat body, will be
brought to the Caneineburg general
hospital in an effort_ to save his life.
'According to the story told in his
confession, the negro attempted' an
assault on the 4-year-old daughter
after the departure of Mr. Pearce,
but was frustrated by the mother
who went to a bureau to get a re-
volver to shoot him. The negro says
he secured the gun first, and after
killing the mother and shooting the
children, set fire ti,1 the house to hide
the crime.
TWO MOBS FAIL TO
GET THE MURDERER.
Dempster Placed in Jail After an Ex-
citing Trip.
,Washingeete Pa., July 31.—Demp-
ster was safely Aadged in jail here
at g o'clock. The officers had en ex-
citing trip from Canonsburg. Two
attempts were made to take the negro
from them.
Shortly after leaving Canonsburg a
crowd of about twenty men boarded
a car. and with shouts of "Lynch
him," "Kill him," dragged the prison-
er and officers from the car.
A fierce struggle followed, but the
officers succeediedl in keeping posses,-
sion of the negro, and finally, drove
the snob off at the points of their
revilvers.
When Washington was reached,
nearly 300 people had gathered. at
the court house, but the crowd was
eluded by taking the prisoner through
the basement to the jail.
INSULTING NEGRO
APPROACHED LADY
IMPUDENTLY ASKED
SHE WAS QOLNO WHEN
SCARED AWAY.
Burglar Entered Heath Home on
Trimble Street in Broad Day
Light—Other Police Business.
Yesterday morning report was
made that about o'clolk the night
before Mrs. Elijah L. Wilson of 431
Adams street was pas,sing down
'Of% between Washington and Clark
streets pushing her baby in the
buggy, when a negro stepped out
front behind a pile of bricks beside
the rear of Mrs. Rooks' boarding
house, and barring the way, insolent-
ly asked Mire Wilton where she was
going. She coolly replied it was none
of his business. The darky then
placed his hand against his pocket in
a threatening manner, and told Mrs.
tVilson he would smacke her face
off. About this time two gentlemen
approached in the street driving in
a buggy and Mrs. Wilson's screams
attracted their attention, and also
seared away the burly coon who
dashed up into Clark street and
escaped.
Mrs. Wilson was at the time en
route to the postoffice where her
i-usband, the mail clerk, works from
in the afternoon until midnight. She
was escorted to the postoffice by tits
two gentlemen, and believes she
would recognize the darky, if caught.
Carried Revolver.
WHERE Alfred Rowe, white, was arrested
last night at Ninth and Broadway by
Officers Wood and Hill on the charge
of carrying concealed weapon!
After Yeltima.
Officers from Lexington. Ky., will
atrive today after Richard Yeltitna
vhite. who will be taken back there
to stand trial of the charge of rob-
bing another man.
Daylight Burglary.
Mrs. R. I.S. Heath of 1207 Trimble
street informed the police that yes-
terday morning about IT o'clock she
noticed a negro man in the front part
of her house, and he escaped, steal-
ing her purse and a small watch.
She was in the rear at work, when
the darky slipped in and took pos-
session of the front rosin before de-
tected
Porch Clia.ber
Yesterday morning early Mr. Alvey
Foy. whir glancing out his bedroom
window at the home of Mrs. H. F'.
Leming of 226 North Ninth street,
saw the head of a negro peering
over the porch at the second story.
He scared the darky away, and it de-
veloped the rascal had climbed up to
the second story on the porch posts,
when discerned.
Mammoth Real Estate Deal Will
Be Closed in a Few Days
NEWLY ORGANIZED REALITY COMPANY WILL TAKE OVER
THE AFTON HEIGHTS PROP ERTY STATIONED JUST NORTH
OF ARCADIA ,AND WHICH. PURCHASE INVOLVES BE-
TWEET! $65,000 AND $75.000— GROUND WILL BE PLATTED
OFF INTO CITY RESIDEN CE LOTS. •
There is now being closed one of
the largest real estate deals' ever ef-
fected in this portion of the state, as
the consideration is between $65,000
and $75,000, and the papers were to
have been signed up yesterday, but
the interestod parties being prevented,
this closing feature will not come up
until today or tomorrow.
The transaction is one whereby
Oscar L. Gregory sells his. Afton
Freights, property just north of Ar-
cadia, and in which there are about
255 acres of the finest suibtwban
ground around the city. The
deal irasi been on for some months
but was only brought to a close yes-
terday, and in it a number of Pa-
ducah business men acquire ponies,
%ion of the ground.
On. the land sits the home of Mr.
George Gregory, also the residence
isheown as the "Cat/bay Patch," the
big
fit
dairy buildings and several smaller
ructures It is all high, rolling ru-
loreban farming and residence land of
a most desirable character.
In acquiring the property, the pur-
chasers will form a real estate com-
pany that will plat off the land into
city lots and dispose of it. Titi, new
company will be organized today and
the incoporation papers filed with the
county clerk for record, with a cap-
italization of about ;imam Mr.
Gregory will be one of the stock-
holders.
In taking over the land the com-
pany assurne9 some overhanging in-
debtness that is protected by metro
ages The promoters of the com-
pany intend making the land a finit
suburban aickbition. and lust as soon
as the organazatlim effected the
officers will be chosen, also nansc of
the concern selected.
A
1
,flOBLE WILL ENFORCE LAW
WAS PROBATED OrTHE AUTOS
DOCUMENT LODGED YESTER- MAYOR YEISER GAVE IN-
DAY BEFORE JUDGE STRUCTIONS TO POLICE
LIGHTFOOT. CHIEF.
ADVANCES DURING LIFE •
WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED
BILL OF SALE FILED SHOW-
ING D. R. BEAN SOLD DRUG
ESTABLISHMENT TAR.
0. BROADWAY.
Twenty-Nine Marriage Licenses
Issued During Month of
July By County
Clerk.
Yesterday there was probated
the county court the will of the 1
Edmund P. Noble, and George C
Thompson, Charles F. Rieke and J.
C. Porter selected to .appraise the
estate The will is written upon an
ordinary sheet of Globe Bank and
Trust company's writing paper, and
decrees that each of the three sisters,
Mesdames Emma Clark and Marian
Blanton and Miss Marie Noble, shal'
get $2,000 each, while the balance is
to be equally divided between his
wife, Emma Reed Noble and chil-
dren, Marie Noble, Sanders and Rab
Noble. The document states that in
the distribution there shall not be
taken into consideration anything de-
ceased gave his wife or children dur-
:ng his life.
Property Sold.
Property at Fisher and Bockman
streets has been sold by Charlotte
Loving to L. Raber for $150 and thc
dee4 fi•ed yesterday with the county
clerk 4.1
Irene Gardner transferred an in-
terest in Row•andtown property to
Martha L. Fowler.
Irene Gardner transferred an in-
terest in property on !Broadway near
Sixth to Martha Leech Fowler.
Irene Gardner transferred an in-
terest to Martha Fowler'. in property
on the South side of Harrison be-
tween Thirteenth and Fourteenth,
and on the East side of Fourteenth
near Madison street.
Bill of Sale.
A bill of sale was filed with the
clerk, showing R. R. Bean sold to
R. O. Broadway for $2,011.85 the
•drug stock at Eleventh and Jackson
streets.
Naturalization Papers.
Bertran Payne, a plumber, was
yesterday granted his first papers in
his application to become a natural-
ized citizen of this country. He 13
a subject of King Edward of Eng-
land, and is employed at the Ed
Hannan plumbing establishment.
Guardian Qualified.
T. B. Walker qualified as a guar-
dian of Benny, Cora, Raymond and
Howard Walker, all minors.
Month's Marriages.
The county clerk during the month
coming to a close yesterday issued
IF marriage licenses to white people
and eleven to co'ored people.
The only license issued yesterday
was that to Jack Pearson, aged 23
and Vinola Given, aged 23 colored,
of this city.
--
Chief Deputy Gone.
Miss Elizabeth Edrington, chief
deputy to County Clerk Hiram Smed-
, yesterday commenced her
month's vacation. She is one of the
most expert deputies in the state and
has had complete charge of the office
'while the clerk has been away with
illness since last spring.
POPULAR COUPLE.
Miss Bearden and Mrs. Elias Tyler
Married Saturday Night.
Miss Rettie Bearden of the county
and Mir. Eli.a.s Tyler of the city were
united in marriage Saturday evening
by Justice John Burnett at tfhe lat-
ter's. office at Fourth and Jefferson
"streets. the ceremony being per-
formed in the presence of Mr. IT. B.
Barrows and wife of North Fourth
street.
The bride is a cultured and very
fine-looking lady of the county who
has many friends in the city. This
was her first venture', and the second
for the groom, who is a valued at-
tache of the street reconstruction
crews..
They are now residing at Vise Bar-
rows home on North Fourth, but in-
tend leading shortly for Terre Haute.
Ind., to take up their residence.
Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the
only company authorized to bottle
Or. Pepper in Padticah ,and adjacent
territory.
ARTESIAN MFG. & BOTTLING
CO., Prop, Waco, Texas.
The Law Must Be Rigidly Adhered
to as Desired by the Entire
Public.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday issued in-
structions to Chief of oPlice Collins
'to see that the officers riigdiy en-
force the law which provides that
automobiles shall not be run faster
than eight miles an hour through the
public thoroughfares, of this city. The
mayor is determined in the matter
and says the law will have to be
followed to the letter.
Some of the machine owners race
through the streets at breakneck
speed, and especially after nightfall
which is the most dangerous time
as they cannot well see who happens
to be ahead of them. Narrow escapes,
are of daily ,and especially nightly,
occurrence, while accidents are not
infrequent.
In complying with the laws in this
respect. title machine owners are now
being compelled to get numbers from
the city clerk's office. These numbers
are attached to the auto so it can be
readily seen to Vkihorn the machine
belongs when an accident happens.
Many of the more conservative
owners of automobiles have spoken
to the mayor, advocating enforcement
of tihe speed limit ordinance, realiz-
ing that the reckless drivers go at
too high a pace and endanger the
lives of people.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the Iv.st but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
PERMITS FOR
NEW BUILDING
QUITE A NUMBER ISSUED, BUT
NONE FOR VERY LARGE
SUMS.
That for The Palmer Hotel Company
Was the Biggest, Calling for
$aosacio Worth of Work.
None of the building permits for
the month of July were for any very
great amount, except that issued ta
The Palmer hotel company, for the
reconstruction work that will cost
$ao,000, so stipulates the permit. The
total permits issued by City Engineer
L. A. Washington, the character of
building constructed, cost and loca-
tion, are as forows:
Monroe Manning, frame house on
Hays between Powell and Sown
street, $3oo; J. T. Potter, two
frames on Clay between Ninth and
Tenth, $900 each; James Wade
frame on Hays between Powell and
Sowell, $roo; Jennie Phillip% framc
on Fifteenth between Harrison and
Clay, $1,000; Leech Improvement
company, frame on Fifteenth, $tow;
NI. H. Gallagher. frame on Second
etween Washington and Clark,
$i2oo; The Palmer Hotel Company.
brick at Fifth and Broadway. $2o.000;
Ben Weile, frame repairs on Jeffer-
son between Seventh and Eighth,
$1,800; Maggie Franklin, frame on
Seventh between Adams and Jackson.
$25o; H. A. Katterjohn, frame on
Eleventh between Calwell and Hus-
bands, $.0o; Leech Improvemer.t
company, frame on Fifteenth between
Madison and Harrison, $1,000 Mrs.
Roth, frame on Fifteenth between
Harrison and Clay $1,20o; John L.
G9lightly, frame between Little and
Bloom avenues, $350; Leech Im-
provement -Company, frame on
Fifteenth between Madison and Har-
rison, $1. 000; J. R. Smith & Son,
brick on Fifth between Washington
ard Clark, $3,300; Page Tandy, frame
or Clay between Fifteeth and Sir-
teenth, $20; Andy Bauer, frame on
Sixth between Boyd and Burnett
$400; Samuel Spaulding, frame on
Ninth between Broadway and Ken-
tucky, $3o0; J. T. McKinney, frame
on Trimble between Tenth and
Fleventh, $t,000; Christian church, ust II1h, I2t!1 and t3th, tco6, return
frame on Goebel between Tennessee
,limit August 31St, i06; by deposit-
and Worten, $900; Charity Jefferson, ing ticket and paying fee of 5o cents
frame, on Tenth between Boyd and t:ckets can be extended to September
Finley, $175; A'bert Moore, frame on 30t.n 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
Worten between Tennessee and
Goebel, $5oo; J. D. Alsman, frame on Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
Worten between Tennessee and $23.70, Dates of sate August and,
Goebel, $500: J. R. Smith & Son, 1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
Lrick on Kentucky between First and Train No. 104 August 9th. 1906, re-
Second. 4500; W. H. Rieke. brick re- turn limit August 23rd, 1906. August
pairs on Kentucky, between Seven- 16th good return, limit August 31st,
teenth and Nineteenth, $5oo; Kate 1906.
Nelson. frame on Jefferson between
Thirteenth and Fourteenth, $200; Old Point Comfort, Va., and re-
Cohankus Manufacturing Company turn, $18.70. Tickets will be sold for
iron clad house oil Ninth between ,trains 122 and 102 of August loth,
Clean-Up Sale
Ladies' Skirts
THE STYLES, WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIALS ARE SU-
PERIOR, AND THE PRICES ARE REDUCED FROM 1-3 to %.
EASILY THE BEST BARGAIN'S OF THE SEASON. ALL
LENGTHS. PRICES $2.93 TO $7.s WERE $5.00 TO $15.0 .
L.
UNDERWEAR
Women's Bleached Ribbed Vests;
low neck an dsleeveless. Clean-up
price, each ioc
Women's Extra Size Bleached
Ribbed Vests; low neck sieeveless.
Clean-up sale price, each raVac
Women's Bleached Lisle Thread;
low neck and sleeveless. Clean-up
Sale price., each .. . . 19c
HOSIERY
Children's Cotton Hose; fast black;
very elastic; all sizes; fine quality.
Price, per pair IOC
Women's Lace Lisle Thread Hose,
tan; extra 25C quality; Cleanup sale
price, per pair Is:
Children's Lisle Thread Hose; fast
black; all sizes; Price per pair  15c
Women's Drop-stitch Lisle Thread
Hose; fuJ regular made; come in
black; regular 25c quality; Price,
per pair ..   19c
B. Ogilvie & Co.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Agents for Butte rick Patterns.
Subscribe for the DELINEATOR, Three months for twenty-five cents.
 
 -
Boyd and Burnett, $1,200; Mary J.
V,•alker, frame on Ninth between
Elizabeth and Bockmart. $2oo.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
3XCiitc.,101. BUbLBTIN.
Princeton. Ky., U. C. V. Reunion
Date of sale August 1st., 1506. Limit
August and., 1906. Round trip rate
Roanoke, Va.—National Fireman's
Association. Dates or sale August
12th ond 13th, 1906, limited to August
31, 1906. By depositing ticket and
paying fee of so cents, tickets can
be extended to September 1st ,1906.
Round-trip rate, $19.65.
Peoria, Ill.—National Encampment
Sons of Veterans U. S. A. Dotes of
sale, August isith and 20th, 1906,
limited to August 3t, 1906. Round-
trip rate, $11.55.
The annual $5.00 excursten to. Chi-
cago via. I. C. R. R. will be run
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many
people are preparing to take advan-
tage of this special excursion, which
is the Most popular run by the Illi-
nois Central railroad.
Opening Sheshoni Indian Reserve-
cion—Tickets on sale to Worland or
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now until July
29th, 1906, limit August 15th, 1906.
Round trip rate $31.10.
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chau-
tauqua. Dates of sale August 1st
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906
Round trip rate $5 70, limit three days
from date of sale. Round trip rate
4.75'
Lexington, Ky.--National Grand
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July opth, 30th and
August 1st, No6, limit August 5th,
1906. Round trip rate
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Mina.—
Notional Encampment Grand Army
of the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
and 104 on August tith, 1906, limited
to August 25th, 1906.
AshevIlle, N. C.,Annual Cuovention
Commercial Law League of Asnerica.
Dates of sale July 16, 29, Lnd ,soth
1906 limit August Stk, tgo6. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
frfty cents tickets cu be extended
S. Setrember 3oth, 1906. Round trip
rate
J. T. Donovan, Agent. City
Office sto Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Utiles
Deloot-
Pittsburg Coal Co. office No. tab
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
Excursion Rates Via. the Seuttiern
Railway from Louisville.
St. Paul, Mn—,$21.so, July 23, 24
25, and 26. Return limit tidying St.
Paul July 31et, 25c validation ke.
St. Paul, Minn.—Ssa.00, August 10,
it and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of exteneion to Seeltem-
ber 3oth on paymost of so coots.
Denver, Colored* Springs awd Pu-
eblo, Col.---$36.eo. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31St.
Ashville, N. C.-415.95. On sale
daily the year round, good rewriting
within six months.
Low Homessabers Beam to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first sad third Tees-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber seclusive.
For additional informant/a, tickets,
etc., call an any agate of áe South-
era Raihrity or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. 1., mg atilt
Main it reet, Lexington,
C. H. HUNGEMF
234 Fourth avenue,
C. B. A LLElf,
Louis, Mo.,
Ky.
D. P. A.,
Title, Ky.
P. A., St.
The ()sub Motet.
At Crea; springs, ls., will make
a rate of $10 per week for the bal-
ance of the season; The I. C. rail-
road will give reduced rates. The
finest mud baths in the land at The
Ozark, also hot, cold, vapor, spray
and shower baths.
MRS. HARKNESS. Proprietress.
K. OF C. NOTICE.
No meeting of the Knights of
Columbus will be held Wednesday
evening August 1st, on account of
removal of E.-ks to nevi hall. Notice
will be given of time and place, etc.,
rext meeting.
J. T. DONOVAN, G. K.
Attest; A. MEYERS, Secy.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Hight st Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T! MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KT
Have You
Started?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
UM,
GU THROUGH
YOUR CORRESPONDENCE
BY USIN 0 THE
"UNDRWOOD"
TYP[WRITER
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's. ' 
Time which is your time.
Underwood !Typewriter Cos,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
4
i4
./
Paducah Transfer Company
(bscor poratelLY
General Cartage Business
Superior Facilities for
tiandlini Freight, Machinery
and Household Goods.
Office
2nd ana inonroe
Both 'Phones
. P, D. Fitzpatrick. Supt.
4do
,
V
•Es,
Now is the Time to Lay in Your Coal for Winter
41, 4111.—dka.—•—
Our Genuine Pittsburg Coal at 14c0 is the Cheapest on the
market. It lasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt,'no slack, n waste and it don't clinker. We have con-
vinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin filled later, telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coal Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be
well spent if you buy from the
11108110111111••••••••••••••••0111111.88•••••••081100011000111100011111110,011111610
11111041••••••••••••••••••••11
PITTSBURG COAL COMPANY
•Office 126 Broadway Both Phones No. 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.
DOCTORS BAND ON
' FEE QUESTION
• I
•
MAYFIELD PHYSICIANS SAY
COMPANIES MUST "COME
ACROSS."
Academy of Medicine Conducted
Weekly Session Last Evening—
County Medical Society.
The physicians uf Mayfield
nieeting Monday and formed
selves together to resist the
held a
them-
insur-
once companies. Several had re-
ceived communications stating that
the fee fur examining apPicants for
• life insurance had been reduced from
$5 to $3, owing to poor business. The
doctors refused to accept the de-
crease, and as all the professional
men have combined, the insurance
companies will either have to restore
the fee or inport medical examiners.
Academy of Medicine.
Last evening the academy of medi-
cine held its weekly meeting in the
library basement as Ninth and
Broadway. Colitis and Enteritis"
were the subjects for several instruc-
tive and entertaining lectures. Therc
was a large number of the profe.-
sional men there.
Monthly Outing.
One week from today the members
of the McCracken County Medical
soci•ty hord their monthy outing in
the country. It will be a picnic.
DOLLAR IDEA IS '
NOT ATTRACTIVE
Mont Talk of Economy Than
Usually Been Heard in an
Year—Work on Hand.
Lusiness ,because the Look is largely
sold. ,But the production of speech-
es is quite another matter ard takes
money, because some of the districts
that need Ile maney are not able
to contribute liberally toward print-
ing bills.
Whether it is because "brevity is
the sold of wit," or because brevity LEIBEL
encourages ecomony. there is a dis-
position on the part of many of the
Democratic leaders to reduce the size
of the handbook
The work on the Democratic hand-
book. has noit advanced far yet, al-
though the issues that are to be made
prominent in it are clearly defined.
The larifl as the mother of trusts is
to be put ofrward, and may he the
subject with which th • handbook will
lead off Labor questions will also
be given a prominent place.
The work is of the recent session of
congress will be reviewed in a way :o
'how what a large part of credit for
what was done glit,uhl be placed at
the door of the Demoerate
The Democratic handbook will not
be issued before September t. and its
appearance is likely to be postponed
i several mime weeks. Experience has
shown that campaign iggnes are some-
times elusive, and what appears to
i be the beet thing to talk about in July
I, often superseded In the popular ca-
vor by scarriettring else in September.
l 
PROSPERITY HURTS RELIGION
I Fred B. Smith Tells Y. M. C. A
Workers of Dangers to Cause.
Williams Bay. Wis., July 3t.-12.
R Smith of New York, an official in
the international religious work de-
partment of the Y. M. C. A., deliver-
ed the baccalaureate address to the
graduating class of the institute and
trainiug school of Chicago in the
anditoritmt on the camp of the insti-
tute at Geneva lake today.
Mr. Smith spoke of three gwat dan-
gers to the religion., life of this coun-
H 
try. One is the frequent repetition
as of the gospel eneasage, by its very
Off familiarity breeding indifference in
the method e of the many. The gee-
(aid. in the incessant chase for pleas-
the tendency to tura the world in-
Washington. 1) .C., July 31.—Al- oreto a 'house of mirth" The third is
though the political campaign man- the prevailing prosperity of the na-
agers find no attraction in the dollar tion. Tf the Americans can hold and
subscription idea for raising cam- develop their religious life together
paign funds, they realize that it is •with so much prosperity it will he
Is either that method or none. The something unprecedented in history.
corporations are not only barred from
snaking campaign contributions, but
foe managers of the corporations in
ninny anti: I co have turtles: a deaf
•ar to the 'peals made to them at
iadividnals he scouts sent out to lo•
cote financial game for the ca.npaien
now at hunch Hence the mum Of,
moderate means and the boys on a
salary will be asked to drop some-I
thing in the hat as it is passed I
.aionnd by the "gentlemanly agents.":
If this does not get the coin it will ,
be up to siome one of an inventive'
tarn of mil to come forward with
a surer money-getting scheme.
The situation is more distressing
to the Democrats than to the Re-1
publicans. because at th.• end of the
Iat presidential campai,r Chairman'
Coltelyoa of the national Republican
committee announced a balance on
hand of nearly $400,0000. The Int-
ernee in the Democratic treasury was
only severat thourand , or about
enough to open headquarters and
start things going.
In this dilemma there is more talk
of economy thae has us tail.- been
heard, ever in a campaign in an off
year. At the Democratic headquar-
ters in this city the prospective dis-
tribution of literature is hanging in
the balance depending upon the
amount of money that can be
raieerl The production of the •
handbook for the campaign is one of
tbe easiest problems la the printing
The Register. to per week.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciate.t
after a•trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
'mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. IL Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
,TELEPHONE 63.
BOTH PLACED
UNDER BOND
AND MULLER
CONTINUANCE
GIVEN
UNTIL
YESTERDAY.
Leander Graves, Colored, Fined for
Letting the Driver Use His
Sore-backed Horse.
Samuel Leibel and John P. Muller
were both arraigned before Judge Ed-
ward Puryear of the police court yes-
terday morning, Leibel on the charge
of 'malicious shooting at Muller;
while Muller ig accused of malicious-
ly assaulting Leibel. Both warrants
were continued over until next Fri-
day. Another warrant against Leibel
was then tried, charging him with
carrying concealed weapons. Judge
Puryrar fined him $50 and gave a
sentence of ten days in jail, but Lei-
bel appealed the jail sentence and
will not have to serve it. Both men
were then put under $500 bond to
keep the peace toward each other.
Until today was continued tile war-
rant charging Rich Yeltim with being
wanted at Lexington. Ky. for rob-
bing a man of some clothing.
The .breach of the peace warrant
against Fisher Vlithiteside was clis-
nagged, while Moses Diggs was fined
$so and sent to jail for ten days.
Leander Graves, colored, was fined
$5 and costs for permitting hie driv-
er, 'Howard Cartwright, colored, to
work a horse with a big sore on his
bask. The court suspended the fine,
but will revive it if the animal is
worked before his back gets well.
THE BOND ISSUE
AND SUNDAY SALOONS.
There are persistent rumors that
two weeks hence the saloons will
open al day Sunday without inter-
ference from the local authorities
and that thereafter the saloonkeepers
are to fall in behind the Democrat-
it organization and carry out to the
letter its instructions as they did last
year.
The local machine—which is, and
was, the Democratic party—his a
program made up of three special
features.
First, it most "elect" Swager •Sher-
Icy.
Second, it must give to the oppo-
sition ticket, the Hager ticket, to the
combination ticket in the Democraic
ptimary, a majority; big enough ma-
jority to overcome any possible ma-
jority the administration ticket can
secure in the state.
Third, it must roll u pa two-thirds
n-•ajority for the four million sewer
bond issue.
The bond issue must be saved, is
now the cry of the administration.
The defection of the saloon clement
has nut the bonds in peril. The sa-
loonkeepers have been saying what
they intend to do with the bond issue
"will be a plenty."
They are not opposed to sewers
nor are they opposed to bonds; they
favored the bonds in the past under
Mayor Grainger, and it is believed
rtiO PITIMIUR r COAL CO.
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they will follow his lead again pro-
vided the) lsaloons are allowed to " •
open on Sunday.
"That' politics." That at least is 
,
the politics of today as it is in Louis-
ville. The rumor is that certain sa-
loonkeepers have issued an 
ultima-rn 
11 
turn to the machine and that it has
bren accepted.
"Open saloons' and four million
bonds, or closed saloons on Sunday
and no bonds." .
This saloon element is the element e
that was especially active last year;
the saloons of the Red Light district;
the saloons with gambling house at-
tachments and other disorderly fea-
turer,.
The Liquor Dealers' Association is
pedged to the opposite policy; obedi-
cnce to law; equal rights and privi-
leges; amendments to relax and rig-
idity of the present statutes, and ab-
stentation from politics.
But if the saloons all abstain from
'politics the whole city administration
I • co with the odium of the "Crime
of roos," will go down to dire de-
feat.
No such arrangement as outlined
by these humors can be carried out in
a corner. The policy called for must
necessarily be an open policy, deal-
ing with vital public questions.
I nthis matter there can be no
"compromise with dishonor" without
the facts being known to every citi-
7er of the state.—Louisville Post.
IMRS. FLOURNOY'S
FUNERAL TODAY
SERVICES TO BE CONDUCTED
THIS MORNING AT TEN
O'CLOCK.
This Afternoon at o'Clock Mr. Hud-
son's Funeral Will Be Held.
W. L. Hill Dead.
This morning at to o'clock the
funeral services will be held over the
remains of 'Mret. Lucinda Flournoy
at the residence of her daughter, Ws.
William 1-F. 'Rogers, of 525 North
Eighth great. The interment follows
at Oak Grove cemetery.
The funeral will be private, in com-
pliance with requests of the deceased.
Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
Methodist church will officiate.
Engineer's Funeral.
This afternoon at o'clock the
funeral services over the remain", of
the late Mir. Thomas Hudson will be
held at the residence, 1120 Monroe
street, Rev. T. J. Newell olficiaing.
Inerment follows at Oak Grove cem-
etery under the auspices of the Pa-
ducah lode of Masons.
Died of Congestion.
Yesterday morning at 3 o'clock M-.•
W. L. Hill died, at 707 Tennessee
street after a short illness with con-
gestion of the bowels that attackekd
him several days ago.
The deceased was born thirty years
ago in Livingston county and came
here some time *Ince. He war a
farmer and is utrviVed by his wife
and two children. The rensains will
be shipped today Btiensburg, Mar-
shall county, for interment.
Mattil, Ef nerd& Co.
, Undertakers -and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH. KY
i
elore Trading Your
Bicycle n on
One See.
WILLIAMS BICYCL[CO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can a are yeti,
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is he cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
4.sab4. al+01)-1-ab +•ii+Mi.-1-a•V.I.M0-1-1111kIliplahliklaNIIMIllf0111111110•vAi•Vv.10
COI LSON.,
PLOMBINLI
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
220 N. ThirdPhone 133.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ErTATE AGENCY'
MDUCAH REAL ESTli' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. SASS
1111014ITHLY PAYIVIENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WhillIRN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
r.DG Q W. WRITTT.MOILIE- iliekthluov•.
43 Copies for 1 cent
THE CHEAPEST METHOD OF THEM ALL
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65.
YOU CAN MAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME
What more do you want? Try a dozen sheets,
purple er black, for 30c. Your money back if you are
net satisfied.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
THE REGIS TER
PUBLISHED liov THE
REGISTER rtn:WISPAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
it Register eunaling, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM. President.
JOHN vinLHELm. Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered as the poetoffice ef Padu-
cah, Ky., u second-dais mail matter
One Year 
 $5-30
Six Months 
 
2.50
Three Months 
 1-25
One Week 
 
 .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
eigulaziy should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 3e8.
Wednesday Morning August x, reed.
The Old Story.
John A. Cook, formier circuit court
clerk of Cook county, Ill., was yes-
terday found guilty of conspiracy.
It is only another case of high
living and in a manner far beyond
his "fiery.
"It would be a farce to return a
verdiet in this case without the max-
pen'altY," said the state's at-
torney in his •arguinent. He pictured
the defendants as a cowardly criminal
endeavoring to hide behind the skirts
of Charles H. Bradley and John nein-
werth. his chief clerks, and Miss
Gertrude Carroll, this stenographer.
The state's attorney did not mince
words in his' address, and was several
times interrupted by objections of
counsel for the defendant.
John A. Cooke was elected circurit
court clerk in 1897, and re-elected for
the 'term ending in Decemfber, 1904. 
Hewas indicted upon evidence gath-
ered by the Citizens' Association after
an investigation into the affairs of
his office conducted by George E
Cole and Shelby M Singleton. The
indictments were returned last April.
Charles H. Bradley and John E.,
Stieinwerth, his chief clerks, turned
state's evidence, and revealed a con-
spiracy which began in 1897. During
his entire term tett payrolls. /were
padded monthly witfh dummy names
Bradley for many years cashed the
vouchers for the dummy employes and
deposited the money in the Chicago
National bank to Cooke's private RC-
court When 'Steinwerth was made
chief clerk' he did the same thing.
The amount fraudulently received, so
far as it could be traced, wak• $23.000.
Cheap Illumination.
Day by day new evidence is added
proving the success of municipal own-
ership of public utilities.
Wherever it has been tried mu-
nicipal ownership has proven such a
grand success that the people would
not for a IRoment consider the return
to the old conditions of private own-
ership.
Under municipal ownership Wid-
nes, ' England, now boasts of the
cheapest gas in the world.
Consul F. W. o"slahin reports that
13114the Price of . ,atin-g gas in Not-
ti mehanns ' nic ipal control, is
6o cents' per .iraiei' o cubic feet to or-
dinary consnrneti, with a slight re-
ductiym to large users. This has been
considered quite a low price, but
Feel's, extortion in comparison with
the rattle given by the town of Widnes
in Lancashire. The price there is
now 32 cents to ;small consumers, but
will be reduced to 30 cents on August
i. Large consumers will pay from
22 10 26 cents. This is claimed to
be the cheapest gas in the world.
It.is noteworthy that the 'Windes
gasworks, are under municipal control.
The iown has only about 3o.000 pop-
' ulatiOn( about the size of Paducah)
but the profit ,on its gasworks last
year is stated to have been £4.703
(il2..287.15).
Anent Swearing.
Some otherwise good men indulge
in an oath, more or lees mild-- gen-
erally less.
Even those who din not use "real
cuss words" have favorite expletves
such as "dog-gone," "confound," "dad
burn it," etc. Even the ladies have
their pet words, and all of these, male
and female, when the occasion arises
use their "cites words" with as much
vim as others use those "with a big,
big D."
Some contend that there are time.
'Whewthe feelings are only relieved by
a "good round oath." Others (very
AA' lee
few there be, however) adhere to the
Biblical injunction and "swear not at
The Chirago Exaxniner of this date
has an article on the subject, which
is in part as follows:
"In Bloomington sixteen girls opee-
ators in the telephone exchange have
struck) because the male employes in-
dulged in too much profanity. It is
stated that the young women called
on the manager to stop the cursing,
and he did not do it. Thereupon the
young women struck.
"Then comes the additional story
that the places of these strikers are
being filled from the exchaages in the
neighboring towns.
'If the young women in this tele-
phone exchange protested to the man-
ager that the men in the place were
swearing in their presence and would
not seop, and the manager refused to
make the men stop, that manager
ought to be dismissed and' the men
who did the smearing after being
asked not to do it by the young wom-
en ought to be dismissed.
"The ,decent-minded people of
Bloomington ought to see that these
young women are reinstated it it is
a fact that they asked the manager
to compel the male employes to stop
cursing and the manager refused to
do so.
"The habit of profanity is degrad-
ing. A cursing man not only akter
awhile loses his own self-respect, but
loses the respect of those by whom
he is employed or whom' hie employes
"Swearing is an indication of a
coarsened' mind Often it is a mnrk
of bad breeding.
"There are times in the affairs of
men when there is a tremendoue prov-
ocation. There are often times when
the men of highest ideals and' genteel
tastes occasionally relieve an over-
burdened mind with a few oaths-that.
is, they think they releive their mind „
but as a matter of fact they chi not. • •
"The worst t'hing is to pass along
a street in company with your chil-
dIren, who may be eight, ten or twelve
years old, and who have been taught
to believe the- swearing is a very
vicious thing, and have their young
ears shockeet with oaths from men, in
the street wilid do their swearing re-
gardless of the, presence of women
of ministers, of chilrfren or anybody
else.
`Swearing. is not only sinful, but
it is in_ bad form, 'an'd it is just as
useless and degrading as tobaceo
chewing."
In another column on this page is
'an artcle by Rev WI T. Bowling
written for the Memphis Commercial-
Appeal. Mir. Bowling is one of the
most forceful and fearless writers of
the eouth-we say fearless advisedly
for there are a number of good writers
who, %Alen dealing with the subject
of social purity, seem afraid' to speak
out lest they hurt the tender feelings
of some of their parilioners, who
really possess skins as thick as the
rhinoceros. The article will do you
goo& Read it.
The move after the fellows "high
up" is a good one. Heretofore the
ehot s have been aimed too low. The
elevated ones present a better target
Raise the sights, take good aim and
pull the trigger. JDon't stop at one
shot, either; load and fire as rapidly
as possible, and very soon you "will
hear something drop."
TEST FIRE HOSE
"Our Moral Lite is
Shamefully Neglected,"
REN. W, T. BOWLING.
• 0
 emienewriatiennannst., nee-
WHILE 0,1UR CITIES ARE WELL SEWERED AND PUBLICHEALTH WELL GUARDED!
 .C,LTIES ARE BEFOULED WITHA MORAL STENCH..
-SURFACE AIRING OF CARCASSES OFP'UTRIFYING .C.liARACTERS MORALLY DEAD MEN. AND• WOMEN, UNTIL THE STENCH CAUSES DECENT PEOPLETO HOLD THEIR NOSES AS THEY PASS ALONG.
Our cities are generally well sew-
ered, and the public health, in a
physical sense, is very well guarded,for we all realize that surface drain-
age means all sorts of sicknes.s and
a heavy death list, but our moral lifeis shamefully negleoked, with ,A neg-
lected drainage scattering the germs
of moral pestilence In eery direc-
tion, estys Rev. W. 14. Bowling in
Memphis Commercial-Appeal.
New York is befouled with a moral
stench a'most all thelltime ,and seri-
ous conditions are being experienced
at other places by the surface airing
of carcasses of putrifying characters
of morally dead men and women,
until the stomach cause* decent peo-
ple to hold their noses as they pass
along. The stegomya, the germs of
typhoid and the cholera are a men-
ace to the physical, but these are
tame thing's compared to the, im-
moral corruptly which is allowed to
send out deadly germs to poison the
entire body social.
Moral corruption ,like the physical
we must have under the weak con-
stitution of humanity, but we shoUcl
sewer it ,and not allow the miserable
carcasses of dead and rotting charac-
ors to lie in the sun and send forth
a corrupting influence by mere sur-
face drainage to breed moral death to
the people. Union City would place
a shotgun quarantine against yellow
fever, and looks out for the physical
health of the people with good sew-
erage and pure water, but seems to
take no care of the moral conditions,
with the nastiest garbage of human-
ity possible lying all about and the
foul ozone of its filth running in all
of her moral gutters, to do more
permanent harm to her people than
would any epidemit affecting physic.]
health only.
It is a pity that such things as are
involved in these moral conditions
live, die and rot in the sunlight of
human life, and certain'y such a men-
ace to the home .to society and even
to good government, is inexcusable
We damn and sewer the lives of
the poor women of the scarlet thread.
and then air the doings of 'lower
women than any of these ,antrehider
impure the entire moral atmoiphere
with a stench as bad as that of the
loseest dive; in the meanest Street
n any city and in our bawdy houses
are to be found refined ladies and
gentlemen compared to this ansew-
ered social filth running through the
social gutters, many of which floe.
through our divorce courts.
Eithqr through state or national
law gve us a social sewer system,
through which, unseen, may pour, this
foul matter, so dangerous to the
moral life of the people.
We can no more hope for a pure
condition of society, free from allfilth ,than we can hope for an abso-
lutely pure physical condition, but
as we provide for sending away the
physical filth, we can and should pro-
vide some system of sewerage by
which' moral filth may pass off
through under ways. and se relieve
the people of its foul stench and
dead.), influence. The man who will
seduce a girl by fair promises, gain-THis
 iwoRNE
 lug her trust and then abandoningher .should be swung u pon aolimbbeside the negra rapist, and the wom-
an who will sell her virtue for moneyTHE CHIEF HAS RECEIVED is far too mean to associate with the
women of the tenderloin who, fallen
and socially hopeless .use their wiles
to make a living denied them through
any pure calling or employment ,and
the moral once is that while we sew-
er the Moral filth or the under world.
we have only surface drainage for
the filth of the upper crust of society
and stage.
Can't some civic engineer of gov-
ernmental policies get up an adequate
system of moral sewerage by which
offal and disgusting refuse of society
may be sent off through covered
ways and save the people from the
stench and the germs of immorality
which under decency uncomfortable
2nerat the same time endangers the
health of the social body?
New York is rotten morally, in
ratio to wealth and ability to indu'gc
debased passion, and men and wom-
en seem to contend with each other
to see who can be the most morally
depraved. and then seem to glory in
airing their nastiness before the peo-
ple of the entire country. Nasty they
are, and nasty will they remain, but
in the name of common humanity, of
pure women. innocent childhood and
honorable manhood, let us find some
way to sewer this filth and not have
its dirty, nauseating stream
through our homes and opison
moral atmosphere of the land.
Reflections-Bosses.
Certain conditions brought about by
men who Are endowed for leadership,
but who are dishonest, have made' the
term "hoes" one of suspicion, yet the
ferm is one we should not despiss:
when used to designate an able man
THE 3,000 FEET OF
NEW HOSE.
Only Eleven Fires Occurred During
the Month of July That Came to
a Close Last Night.
This morning at g o'clock Chief
James Woods of the fire department
will have the fire committee of theety legislative boards gather at Cen-tral fire department on North Fourth
street for purpose of seeing tested the
new hose purchased from The
Eureka people, and also The Man-hattan company. Only about soo feet
will be tested today, and the balance
at some date to be selected later.
The city bought esoo feet from the
Eureka people and that got here tendays ago, while an equal number offeet bought from The Manhattan
people, came in Monday. It is to be
tested in order to see whether it can
stand the required pressure, before
being accepted and paid for by the
authorities,
Only Eleven Pres.
Chi4 Woods is going over his
looks last evening found that only
eleven fires had occurred during the
month of July that came to a close
at 12 o'clock last evening. None of
these blazes amounted to anything,
the lotal loss being estimateld by
the chief at only a few thousand dol
lars. •
oe.
run
the
whore thonght and influence dominate
the masses.
The fact is that owing to the in-
ability of :he many to plan and pro-ject great public improvements, con-
trolling lead( is are an absolute neces-
sity, for without them definite, organ-
ized and aggressive movements could
not be had. While a bad boss is a
great curse, a good 'boss is a great
public ble4sing, as without a directing
head the body must prove useless,
and no movement will succeed beyond
the force p,:ven it by a boss mind with
ability to d•rect it.
No mar. is ever worth very mush
to the %yield until he marries and has
a gentle but able boss who brings
him to time and calls out all of his
energy in order to successfully hustle
for a living. No political party can
win with- ut organization, and thee or-
ganization must be the result of some
superior direetor who formulates its
platform and directs its aggressive
movements. Mt. Roosevelt is: an ideal
boss, or political director who shapes
the policy and processes of his party.
While Boss Cannon makes hie partyin congress do what he things is best,
and no party organization can hope
to fonow a policy successfully. Whileit has no boss, or great directing head,for under die measure of ability the
many can oely follow while the few
must lead, and these few have everbeen and mest ever be in full sense
'bosses, no matter whether they be in
society, church or state.
The four hundked in society, andthe social four hondred thousand
alike, have their b ee, vsho deterin-js
ine the social functi ns an8 0 ll10 eha
attend them. T church has ler
bishops, or other great 0#ders, who
determine the creed an dthe policy of
the many who make up the church
The few leaders boss in politics and
direct all the political faith and party
movements, while the many just go
along and vote the ticket the bosses
put out, with no well-defined idea of
either elatf4erm or knowledge of can-didates.
It is when these bosses cease to
regard public policy, and evolve move-
ments for persOrkal gain only, that the
evils of bossism come is, and it isjust here that municipal machints areformed and run to the public hurt.
It is easy to do this in a city because
the real industrial element are too
busy to inquire into political coadi-
tions while the great mass of the
indolent and vibious are hat interestedin the profit of politics and are easily
manipulated] by shrewd and ttnprinci-
pled men, whose word goes down the
line as the marching orders of the
general's command are received and
determine the movements of an army.
Boss Tweed was perfect master of
the corrupt political policy and move-
ment in New York, until Boss Tilden
dominated the thought and course
of the party in the state, and so en-
abled a good boss to overthrow a
bad one, and to preserve instead of
squandering the values of the people
of the Empire State.
The .nvost of those who kick against
all bosses are men eat of a payingjob and who would like to be bosses,
and hence it ie that it so often hap-
pens in what is termer reform move-
ments that the people are merely used
al a means by which the devil may
be swapped for the witch, and the
'whole practical result is found in an
exchange of bosses and the crowd
that gets the political pie.
The many, in the very nature cf
things, muse be boned and the char-
acter of the bosses' is the deciding
(Continued on Page Seven.)
RACKET STORE
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Several lots of goods to clean up-- -manyof them athalf our tsrmer selling price. Here they are:
A LOT OF FANCY COLORED LAWNS CUT FR OOd toc TOA LOT OF COLORED LAWNS CUT TO 7 -VERY DESIR-ABLE,
VICERINE SILK-A HIGHL Y MERCERIZED, LUSTROUSMATERIAL IN PLAIN GREEN, LAVENDER, BLUE AND WHITE'THESE GOODS HAVE BEEN SOLD IN PADUCAH AT 3ac. OURPRICE WAS 25c. CLEAN-UP PRICE IS :5c.
Areold Fabrics
ARNOLD BEIGE EFFECTS-A STRONG SELLER WITH USALb SEASON FOR SUITS AND SKIRTS AT aoc. CLEAN-UPPRICE 1254c.
ARNOLD WOOL FINISH BATISTE-A SPLENDID FABRIC-WAS 18c & 15c. CLEAN-UP PRICE loc.
A LOT OF FANCY MERCERIZED SATTEENS IN BROWNSCUT FROM i8c AND 15c TO 754c.
A LOT OF COTTON CASHMERES (DOUBLE FOLD) CUTFROM 15c TO 75/sc.
Big Cuts in Fine Embroideries
EMBROIDERED SWISS BANDS WITH SCALLOPED EDGE-USED FOR SHIRT WAIST TRIMMING
-h25 ONES CUT TO 79C.99c ONES CUT TO 59c.
18-inch Embroidery Flouncing
SOME BLIND WORK CLOSELY RESEMBLING FRENCHGOODS AND SOME ENGLISH EYELET WORK.$1.35 PLOUNCINGS CUT TO 75c.
g8c FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 59c.
79c FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 48c.62c FLOUNCINGS CUT TO 38c.
51c FLCYUNCINGS CUT TO 35c,
Small Lot of Insertions
MOST OF THESE ARE FAIRLY WIDE AND OPEN15c INSERTIONS CUT TO loc.
25C INSERTIONS CUT TO 17c.
24c INSERTIONS CUT TO m7c.
2254e INSERTIONS CUT TO 15c
35c INSERTIONS CUT TO 2214 AND 25C.
All-Over Embroidery Tokings
WORK.
LOT YOKINGS CUT FROM 35c TO 25c.
I PIECE 58c YOKING CUT TO 35c.
r PIECE $t.so YOKING CUT TO eac.
PIECE 75c YOKING CUT TO soc.
PIECE 88c YOKING CUT TO soc.
x PIECE 75 c YOKING CUT TO soc.
PIECE Szoo YOKING CUT TO 74c.
t PIECE $t.so YOKING CUT TO 75c.
PIECE $1.25 YOKING CUT TO 7sc.
z PIECE Sax* YOKING CUT TO 75c.
PIECE 85c YOKING CUT TO 59c.
Embroidered Waist Patterns
ENOUGH PLASM MATERIAL FOR WAIST WITH EMBROID-ERED FRONT AND CUFFS.
98c PATTERNS CPT TO 49c.
75c PATTERNS CUT TO 49c•$1.20 PATTERNS CUT TO 75c.
$i.39 PATTERNS CUT TO 88c.
69c PATTERNS CUT TO 39c.
„THE FOLLOWING WAIST PATTERNS ARE SLIGHTLY SOIL-ED. PLEASE NOTE THE REDUCTIONS:
PURCULMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
pRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Padiocals. Ky.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire'
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. I.OGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Creel. Pass..
Agent, Si. Louis, Me.
Have
Moved
to
311
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle ro.1 the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
J. L WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE 722-a.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
S,oid at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer house Bar,
L A. Lagemaraino.
•
s
4.
t BIG INITIATION 'SOLICITOR IS WILL PREPARE
' FOR RED MEN MUCH IMPROVED FOR OPENING
1.
•
•
•
I.
•
ALL THREE DEGREES CON-
FERRED ON FIVE CAN-
DIDATES.
The Knights of Columbus Will Not
Hold a Gathering This Evening—
Odd Fellows Go to Benton.
A large meeting will be held by
ifthe • Red Men's lodge here Friday
, evening asr their home on North
. Fourth street, at Which time a class
of five will have all three degrees
confered awn erra.
• Knights of Columbus.
The Knights of Columbus will net
bold any meeting this evening. They
have been gathering at the Elks' hall
on North Fourth, but as the Elks are
moving the furniture to the new
building on North Fifth and things
are in a torn-up condition, the
tolumbian knights will not have any
session, but wait until next week.
Tomorrow night the Elks hold their
initial gathering in thi new structure
beside the postoffice.
Odd Fellows to Beritoat..
A new lodge Ortadd tellorps will
be instituted thissebeisf4 -atpenton
with a good-sized meribershtst grand
Master C. W. C'ements,, of the Otte
lodge, will arrive here today to go
on out and preside over the installa-
tion ceremonies. A special trainleaves
here this afternoon at 5 o'clock to
carry the large Paducah delegation,
while they return about la o'clock
tonight.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. la6
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The beet coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal ia Paducah.
BASEBALL
How They Stand.
W L Pct.
Vincennes 
 
56 32 .636
Cairo 
 
46 42 •514
jackaernville 4C 43 511
Danville 
 41 4R .461
Paducah 
 39 0 459
\Mattoon 
 35 51 .407
Mattoon. 7; Paducah. &
Nblesoon. Ills Italy 31—Mattoon
knocked Wright out of the box in
the first inning today and made four
runes Paducah. taking advantage of
joberst'• wildness, tied the score in
the sixth. but .2sfeCarthy held them
safe after that
RHE
\Mattoon 
 
711()
Paducah 
 
6 5 4
Bat teries--Joicerst. Mr Canby and
Johnson; Wkight. likabie and Down-
ing
Danville, 7; Jacksonville, 3.
Danville. Ill. July 31 —Gurny hung
horse collars around the necks of the
visitors until ninth when batting rally
scored three runs:
RHE
Danville 
 7532
Jacksonville 
 3 5 4
Vincennes, I; Cairo, o.
Vincennes. Ind., July 31—The Tad-
pole• could not find &nohow but
goose ergs while playing .with Alice
On the Banks of She Wabash"
RHE
Cairo 
 o 8 0
Vincennes ...... r 10 0
Diet teries—Johnson and Quiesser;
Chenault and Matte's.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal 'that can penile it. The Pitts-
burg Coil office, 126 4roadway. Both
phones No 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oet of Paducah.
Sap' For the Round Trip toUV Tennessee river & return
5.
It is a trip of pleasure, contror
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave tact
' Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jai
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
A S. DABNEY
.-DENTIST—
Truehart Dullthng •-
MR. CAMPBELL FEELS MUCH
BETTER AFTER MUD
BATHS.
Mr. Edward Leveau and Mater isor-
env) Both Bitten by Dogs —
Kyle Touched Live Wire.
City Golicitor James Campbell and
wife rturned yesterday morning from
New, Lavia, had, wbere the former
has been for several weeks taking the
mud baths for his rheamatic afflic-
tions, and is greatly benefitted by the
treatment. The solicitor left May 15
for Cdoracba, but sitlayed there only a
few weeks when 'he went to Mud
Lavia for that beneficial treatment.
He is no entirely rid of the rheuma-
tism, but greatly improved.
Two People Bitten by Dogs.
Oft. Edward Leveati, the paper
hanger was yesterday bitten painiully
on the hand by a small dog that at-
tacked him at a home on Washing-
ton street where tre was hanging pa-
per at the time. The be is not
serious.
Lorenzo Garner of the Western
Union Telegraph office messenger
force, is suffering from a painful bite
irsflicted upon his leg by a dog that
attached him when he entered a yard
on Flroacilveny near Neritle street sev-
eral nights ago to deliver a *elegem
Electric Burns.
Wi A Kyle of Jones between Fifth
and Sixth streets has a badly burned
right arm, caused by coming in
contact with a "wounded" eJectric
wire running down the side of a street
car pole. at Sixret ad Jot" 1e
was leaning against the maje, waiting
for She street car. when h
the wire that knocked him, feet 
intoilt touched
the street and burned tip' arm pain-
fully
About Recovered,
.Mr. Niftier Bradshaw is adiefr, lie
ea* after a long siege with typhoid
fever. Although able s bai ant be
has not entirely recoverielipis full
strengeh
Still Confined.
Mr. Henry Voight continues con-
fined to his bed at tea home on South
Fifth street, with the paralysis that
thus affected the lewer portion of his
body for two months wow. He can
barely move. but is better than for
a while right after the accident lie
climbed into a mulb_erry.
 
tree, and
fell. striking hie spine Which pro-
duced paralysis.
AUXILIARY WILL
WITHER TODAY
MRS. JOHN J. DORIAN OF
SOUTH FOURTH ENTER-
TAINS LADLES.
Miss Lotta Thomas Will Entertain
With Lawn Party for Misses
Burkham.
The women's auxiliary of the
Knight, of Columbus will meet at 3
o'clock( tlhi, afternoon with Mrs John
J. Dorian of 5o3 South Fourth street.
The business meeting will be follow-
ed by a social bsessios
Lawn Party. •
Miss Lotta Thomas of North Thir-
teenth street will entertain Friday
evening with a lawn party compli-
mentary to the Misses Barkham of
Cincinneti, who are visiting Mrs. J.
K. Burk/ham of What Madison street.
Cotillion Dance.
The Cotillion dab will give a &nee
tomorrow evening at the Wallace
park pavilion.
Locates in Dallas.
Professor Harry Gilbert, the tal-
ented young musician of this city, will
scrnsetime in September go to Dallas,
Texas, to accept a position as profes-
sor of organ instructions in the South-
wevt Mastic conwervtatortY of that city.
He has already closed a contract
wiser the institution which is one of
the leading musical college, of the
"souls( He will ales) be organist for
the principal Methodist church and
tire Jewish synagogue rhere.
Professor Gilbert is a very able
.musician Whose talents are daily de-
ivelonines hitai intei an eminent foi-ts-e- .4.. ••••re,....e:,,,, 11 is. iv,t11
- rs'^.-..• I -se ls-sn
i :••• essetetroteted derterturee ere
rs-,1!ps .7c14 .!rein-, late: met irepereetet ens the could net reriele t'
lucrative offers. .
He will make hie home with us
brother, Mir. Frank Gilbert, former as-
sistane poMinaseer of this city vibe
his been residing in Dallas for five
years arid is the leading southern
ealeenran for the American Tobacco
coMpany. Mfrs. Gilbert will poin her
syn. later, to take up her home there.
afford to
pie.
NBXT WEEK MANAGER ROB-
ERTS BEGINS PUTTING
PLAYHOUSE IN SHAPE.
The End of This Month The Casino
Stock Company Departs, But the
Moving Pictures Continue.
Manager Thomas Roberts of The
Kentucky theatre will next week put
attaches of the house to work get-
eing it in condition for the opening
which occurs the evening of August
S.3, with 'His Highness, The Bey."
It is one of the finest shows on the
road, and the opening presentation
will be mode quite an important evens
in the histrionic world of this com-
munity.
The decorators and other artists
have renovated the interior of the
building and have put it in first class
condition for next winter. There was
not much to do as it was thoroughly
overhauled last summer and put in
excellent shape.
Manager W4lia.m_ Malone of The
Casino at Wallace Park yesterday
said he would continue his stock °com-
pany at the mourner playhouse until
the last of this month, when they
wouldl leave for different cities to fill
their winter engagements. After that
date the manager will have only the
moving pictures at. the park, they run-
ning until the middle or last of Sep-
tember.
/Utmost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
owe coal thee can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones No. 3. James I O'Donnell,
General Manager.
PADUCAHAN A
COMMITTEEMN
CAPTAIN JOHN R. PURYEAR
ONE OF SANITARIUM
COMMITTEE.
President Eaton of Suite Associati-m
Informed Paducahan That Date'.
Will Be Announced.
Later.
Captain John R. Puryear, clerk of
the United States court here, yester-day received notice from Dr. T. T
Eaton, wherein the latter said he had
selected the Paducahan as the mem-
ber from west Kentucky for the com-
mittee that is to confer and ascertain
the advisability of establishing a Bap-
tist eanitarinen. at Louisville. The un-
solicited honor is quite a pronounced
one and shows the eight in which Mr
Puryear is held from a denomination-
al standpoint, as for years he has been
one of tare pillars of the local First
Baptivt church, and a very earnest and
consistent worker.
Dr. Eaton is the president of the
Kentucky State Baptist Association,
and editor of the Western Recorder,
a denomirratinnal publication issued
by the Baptists. He is naming mem-
bers of the committee, each being se-
lected from different portions of the
state, and shortly will notify them on
what date a meeting. will be held. in
Louisville for the purpose of holding
She oorference.
1The sanitarium! will he one to which
everybody is admitted for medical
treatment, but will be maintained by
the Baptists, and whatever profits are
derived they go tin the general de-
nominational fund of thie coanirnon-
wealth, likie similar institutions con-
ducted( by other religious denomina-
tions.
The sanitarium, when established
will be one of the finest to be found
anywhere in 'the Central South, cost-
ing thousands of dollars and equip-
ped with the mos tip-to-dote appli-,
ances and outfit Wcurable.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The clieaciest coal 'a Paducah.4 
It is so mach easier to be a critic
than it is to draw a galaxy for being
one.
1/f you have an aim in life. you can't
waste any time hating peo-
JUSTICE SWIFT
AND
 SURE
(Continued From First Page.)
couid impose a penalty of eieher death
or. life imprisonment.
'At 7:52 o'clock the sheriff took
charge of the jury and a few mom-
,ents were lost in obtaining the key es
unlock the jury room.
In just 13 minutes the jury arrived
at a verdict and returned to the court
room at 7:25 o'clock. The jury was
called and the verdict rend' which
watt e "We the jury, find the. within
named defendant, Albert. MaelhiS
guilty as charkele therein and fix his
punishment at- Idbath."
Itrenediatel; the crowd breke into
cheers. Mich quiet was restoredJudge Bugg tailed the prisoner before
.him and reeread to him the ineicte
ment which ihadl been found by the
special grand jury, and the verdict
of the jury, and then proceeded to
sentence (him to be hung by the neck
until dead. in doing so Judge Bugg
called attention to the discretion al-
lowed a circuit judge where there isdanger of a riot or mob, to set thetime, and he ordered the sheriff to
take the negro andi hang him forth-
with closing with the time-honored
prayer to the prisoner: "May Godhave mercy on your soul."
When the judge asiceci tee negro ifhe .had anything to say, he appeared
to realize his condition and asked
that he have some one to pray forhim. During the absence of the jury
from the court room the negro asked
to speak to the judge and upon his
request being granted. he said he want-
ed to plead guilty and for him to givehim a life sentence, but the judge
replied. that the jury had. the case.
At esto olock Judge Bugg dismis-
sed the grand and petty jury and
closed the court, but 30 minutes hav-
ing been consumed in trying the case
and passing sentence. •
In five minutes the room was clear-
ed of spectators and. Deputy Sheriff
Elmore and assietante with the pris-
oner surrounded by the soldiers. be-
gan the march to the jail, two blocks
away, where in. the meantime a crowd
5.0oo or 6.000 people had assem-
bled, and with heavy timbers had
battered down a section of the high
hoard fence which enclosed the jail.
Along the route the sidewalks were
lined with women and children and
e the sohiiers and prisoner pasieted
the Methodist cleurdh corner an en-
tenprising photographer took a flash-
light picture of the procession.
Upon the arrival at the jail the
Peitneoer was hurried to the scaffold
which had been erected Monday, and
his arms and legs strapped. The
negro's courage deserted him at this
time as he was placed on the train
and he had to be supported by the
attendants. The black cap was first
net over his head by Deputy Sheriff
Sullivan and a blackismith named':
Long.
The noose was aditiatedlby ex-Sheriff
the noose was adjusted by ex-Sheriff
Donthett, an devery tilling being in
readiness. Deputy Sheriff Elmore
sprung the trap and the rapist shot
through the opening with a thud, the
rope being too lone his feet sitruck the
ground breaking the fall and strang-
ling hint The body was meted up
three different times to the platform
and droppedi through the opening, andjerked up and down by willing hands:finally the body was pulled np the
fourth time the rope was shortened
and the body raised up to the cross-
beam and dropped; this fall broke his
neck, and the black brute paid thefull penalty for his heinous crime,
which had. shocked the entire county
of Graves and had been the source of
much comment in Paducah.
When the trap was eprung another
hoarse shout went up from the throng
and some of the crowd.immediately
dispersed. with the eatiefaction that
the law had been vindicated and' the
good name of Mayfield not tarnished
The circumstances surrounding the
crime as already related in The Reg-ister, were of the most. exasperating
nature, and it is a credit indeed to
the people of Graves county that the
law was followed The young fienddeeerved( banging and• the quicker the
better. for he had boasted of his hell-
ish deed 'His death satisfied the peo-
ple, and the ewiftnees of justice should
have a salutary effect upon other
brutes, who would despoil women.
The body was permitted to hang
for ten minutes, and.
 life being ex-
beet, it was turned over. to coroner
I). A. Saffold who placed it in a
coffin and conveyed it to the north
gate of the court house and there it
was unceremoniously pulled from the
viagon and dropped in the street,
where by the light of candles thou-
sends satisfied their curiosity for two
hours by looking at the remains
hich presented a ghastly sight the
LEAGUE PARK.
PADUCAH vs MATTOON
AUGUST 2, 3, 4 AND 5
GENERAL ADMISSION 25cGRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKETS ONSALE SMI TH & NAGEIZS,
FOURTH & B ROADWAY.; GAME CALLED AT 4:oo P. M. HARP.
LEAGUE PARK.
phone exchange.
A list of ten witnesses had been
summoned by the court to testify in
the event the black brute had pleaded
not guilty, and among the number
was Miss McClain; But fortunately
for all, it was not necessary for her
to appear in court and recite the har-
rowing details of the hellish crime.
Had it been necessary for her to do
so, it is more than probable that the
crowd in that court room wou'd have
turned into a mob and snatched the
brute from the officers and lynched
him to the first tree in the court
house yard. The story would not do
to appear in print and is one that
makes the blood of every man whc
hears it. boil with indignation and
demand the blood of such hellish
creatures as the one who dropped
through the trap on the scaffold last
night. In crimes of that character,
the law is one thing and swift venge-
ante is another.
It was reported that Dr. M. W.
Kozzell of Mayfield had been ac-
cidentally stabbed in flie right side
by the bayonet of one of the Hop-
kinsville sodiers, but it was denied.
Crowds of men stood about the
streets discussing the affair, and
every one seemed satisfied with the
result of the court's action and
praised Judge itsegoefor his prompt
melon in the matter.
There was some talk about the
riegro Kimbro who is in the May-
field jail from Hickman for safe-
keeping, charged with detaining a
woman in that town, and to prevent
any outbreak the officers spirited him
into a carriage and when a few
blocks from the jail a crowd met the
conveyance and the negro, thinking
they were going to mob him, sprang
from it and ran with the officers in
reirsuit. The chase lasted fpr a half
bile, and just as the officer was pre-
paring to shoot, the negro gave up
and was retaken. He was placed in
the coach set out for the return of
the two companies, and under their
guard he was brought to Paducah at
a o'clock this morning and landed
jai. He is a villianous looking char-
acter, about 35 years of age, and hi.;
looks is almost enough to convict
him.
The two companies proceeded on
their way to Hopkinsville and Madi-
sonville on the same train.
LEAVES LOUISVILLE.
Louisvele, Ky., July 31.—Allen
lirathis, the negro arrested on the
charge of assaulting Miss Ethel Mc-
Lane at Mayfield. Ky., and who has
been in jail here for safe-keeping,
left for Mayfield in the custody of
officers at noon today en the Illinois
Central. Jailer Pflanz twice last
eyes being bulged and the tongue night declined to turn the prisonerprotruding, . The crime of the beast over to the railroao people for tranees..,j-being so repulsive but few shuddeted eortation on telegraphic and tele-iit what they saw. The remains were phone reauests, fearing a ruse whichthee conveyed to Saffold's undertals-; would -ead to a lynching. The tele-ing establishment and lo:3o o'clock 'gram was eigned by Judge Bugg ofWednesday morning the remains wi I the Mayfield circuit court. Later thehe buried in the city cemetery, thus jailer was notified by telephone by aclosing another drama and tragedy of person representing himself as Gov.-Western Kentucky. Eeckham to delivs the negro to theWhile the negro's body was being Illinois Central Mg transportation toviewed, Lee Ieelsoe. -the negro wittc. Mayfield;but he declined to do so.rescued Miss McClain from the brute •
when he was attempting to assault Scaffold Was Ready.her the second time, at the requestof the crowd detailed his experiencein the matter, and afterwards a col-lection was taken up for him and
many dollars put in his pocket, in
addition to the purse that had here- to assist in protecting the negro.
Mathis when he arrives this evening
tofore been made up by the people of
; from Louisville and to preserve order.Mayfield.A fund to buy a home for Miss The excitement grows with the
hours, and business is practicallyMcClain, the • victim of the dead
-
brute's lust, is being made up and al- i stispended. It is feared-there vat beieady it amounts to over eboo; and trouble tonight if the negro is notit is expected to reach at least double • taker off the train before he reaches
'hat amount. She is said to be a : Mayfield. The gallows for his exe-
very modest and refined young lady !cution was erected yesterday and it
nd the support of an aged mother, is believed Mathis will be taken
directly from the court-room to the -
a
having been ,employed at the tele-
scaffold.
Judge Bugg caled the special term.
of court to order and immediately ad-
journed until 7 o'clock tonight. The
negro is due to arrive at 6:45 and
will be taken at once to the court
house and placed on trial. Judge
Bugg's action came as a surprise, as
it was not expected that the case
would be called until tomorrow:-
morning.
atayfield July 31.2-5:eo p. nn,—The-local company of militia is under
arms and the Hopkinsviele command:is expected to arrive this aft, :noon
LAW IN THE MATTER
From some source last evening the.
question was sprung that whenever
one is to be hanged. the doom. man
had to be given thirty days iron the
time he Was convicted until hi: neck.
is broken, but on. the law being look-
ed up in the premises it was round
that Judge Bugg had acted legally,
as shown by the statute provisioni
published in another column. •
. NEWS RECEIVEID HERE.
The general commenity here last-
eight received with satisfaction news
that 'the negro had Inset the fait court-
ed at Mayfield Not a single expres-
sion of regret was. heard from any
source. The Register telephone was
'kept constantly ringing until midnight ell
by the people wanting to know what
had been done, and when informed'
all expressed themselves is being well
pleased with the death dealt out to
the brute. The ladies seemed par-
ticularly interested, doubtless real-
izing that as demons of this character
prey upon females, the quicker the
community is rid of them the safer'
the pure womanhood of the countif.
On being told over She 'phone what
had been done, every lady expressed
herself with: "I'm so glade'
"Good." "That's jnet weal he needed,'
and similar remtarks.
Padiwah people all sympathize witti
the Mayfield people and approve of
the quick dispatch of the darky.
Paducah people were not averse to
Mathis being lynched, but desired
it to he done at' the scene of the
crime.
RACKET STORE'
LONG
SILK
GLOVES
A SMALL LOT OF LONG SILK
pLovEs IN BLACK AT $145 AND.
$1.48.
Purcell &Thompson,
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and aleeping is a tor-ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we haveat present. Come one come all .and hear his mus 6o6 S. 4th.at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. butof the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machinesfrom ero to eloo put within the reach of the poor as well as thewealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are gin. 35e, to in. 6oc. 12 in.$1.00.
We have high cliva operatic records from Soo°, Same. tux*.$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from AddalsnaPatti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gaseez anda great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will piny anypiece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. .Wedon't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine isguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't givedistounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a fall stock ofneedels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-phone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to themost celebrated operas, and front the greatest bords both Am-erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My coneaen will befrom 7 p. m. to ro p. m.. No pieces played twiee este we o'Ityfrom 75 to TOO pieces every night. Remember that you can leo,the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will takepleascare in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of ,records.
I remain your talking machine wens
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't yewforgot it. 6e6 S. 4th. St. Paduc ah. Ky. 
-J.
lOWNTOWN
OFFICE OPEN
!KR. PUT:7.Y, THE NEW
AGENT, HAS ARRIVED
FROM LOUISVILLE.
Louisville Excursion Returned This
Morning Early Over I. C.--
Injured Man Died.
This. morning the N. C. and St. I..,
-railroad will open its downtown pas-
senger and freight office at • 4jo
Broadway and be ready for business
The new agent will be Mr. Dulaney
Who arrived last night from Louis-
-stills where he has been stationed a
long while as the general soliciting
agent for the company. and who is
one of the best and most thorough
young railroad men of the country.
The office furniture and fixtures are
already in, and today Mr. Dulaney
will commence moving his records
and office equiamient into the new
•quarters that is to be jointly occupied
by the Southern and Adams express
companies that have been doing busl-
'-stess out of this bsilding for several
weeks, now under suptrvision of their
•agent, Mr. W. J. Decker.
Louisville Excursion.
The excursion train arrived from
-
Louisville this morning shortly be-
'fore I &clock, and unloading she Pa-
ducah passengers, proceeded on
through to Cairo where the excursion
started last Sunday morning. A
very large portion of the Paducah
contingent returned, and all report a
•pleasant trip without incident or ac-
scident.
Injured Railroader Died.
Yesterday morning at 6 o'clock Van
'Gilder, colored, died at the railroad
'hospital as the result of the accident
the day before at Dyersburg, Tem ,
where he was struck by a train, his
skull fractured and leg crushed in
such a manner that amputation was
necessary after he was brongiht to the
institution here on West Broadway.
Hie was about 45 years of age and
the body is being held at Guy Nance's
stidlertalcing establishment, pending
word from Dyersburg as to what shall
be done with it.
Pittsburg Coal Go. Oifice No. IA
'Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
TO HELP CHURCHILL.
War Correspondent Says He Will Be
Greek Chorus in Campaign in
New Hampshire.
Boston, Mass., July 3L—There will
be a fight between literature and po-
litical organizations in New Hamp-
shire at the coming elections. when
Winston Churchill will run for goy-
! TTIOT.
Richard Harding Davis, author, war
correspondent and dramatist, left
Boston today to go to she aid of his
fellow-author.
"Yes, T am going to help Churchill
in 'his campaign," said Mr. Davit
"Take the sttimaY Well, not ex-
actly. I'm going to be the Greek cho-
rus."
"The political issue? Sure. I know
What you mean. It is Churchill run-
ning'. you know.
"Wtharti do I think of his chances?
will tell you better when I come
back."
Mr. Davis is writing a play, not the
'ordinary play of domestic trials and
occasional infelicity. but the up-to-
date translations of a group of char-
latans This will be produced next
season in .New York.
'1W-hati have T been doing? I'm a
'farmer now, you know. Yes. I've not
S 250-3cre farm near New York, and
I've been therencarly ayear, whish
snakes me a farmer. You ought to
ri.ee me pitch (hay."
No trucwornan ever takes off list-
hat without putting up her hand to
ascertain if her hack hair is all right
Our idea of a hypocrite is a man
who says he is glad he's bald or a
woman tvho says elle wishes she had
red hair
—.Chicago News.
Why will you suffer'
WWI
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
WHas cured others, will cure you.
. Call on us, or phone 237 and
,we wilil gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
:Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
LIMB WASTED
WITH ECZEMA
Obliged to Lie With Limbs Higher
Than Heei — Suffered Untold
Agonies and Could Not Walk—
Doctor Saii It Was the Worst
Case he Ever Saw.
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
"I received your letter asking for
information about using the Cuticura
Remedies. I used them for eczema.
The doctor said it was the worst case
he ever saw. It was on both limbs,
from the knees to the ankles. We
tried everything the doctors knew of,
but the Cuticurt. Remedies did the
most good. I w obliged to lie with
my limbs higher my head, for the
pain was so terr could not walk.
I suffered untol diies. One limb
wasted away a great deal smaller than
the other, there was so much discharge
from it. I found the Cuticura Rem-
edies very soothing, and I still keep them
is the house. I am very tb.nkful to
say that I am cured, and you can pub-
lish this statement if you wish. I found
the Cuticurs. Remedies all that you say
they are. I hope that you may be
spared many years to make the Cuticura
Remedies for the benefit of persons suf-
fering from the torture of skin diseases,
such as I had. I remain, yours re-
spectfully, Mrs. Golding, Box 8, Ayr,
, June 6, 19%." -
CURED OF CHAPPED HANDS
"I have used the Cuticura Sods=
chapped hands, which I had
troubled with for about three years. I
suffered intense pain and itching. I
used nearly two cakes of the Cutacura
Soma, and my hands were completely
cured and have never troubled me
since. I also took the Cutieura Resol-
vent for the blood at the same time.
I can recommend the Cuticura Rem-
edies to others suffering the same.
Chas. Young, Platteville, Ontario, Can-
ada, Sept. 29, 1905."
ow.sis. Extra& asd latersal Taestuaest for every
lamor, trove Pimples to Scrotsla=mikaa ladada7to
easibitleg Cutieerra Soap, Sc.,
Mc la form of Chocolate Coaled PM. Se. psi wisi
was, may be bad of all disable& • dale est eats sans.
sir Joliet - How Is Cate 1=realrhi="
Potter Drug • Chao Coe" WAD
ARRESTS MADE
. FOR. THE MONTH
POLICE DID LARGER BUSINESS
IN JULY THAN FOR
MONTHS.
For the Past Twenty Day, of That
Month the Police Fines Doubled
Any Two Preceding Months.
For the month of July that came
to a CIOISC last evening, the police de-
partment made 173 arrests for dif-
ferent offenses, the largest number
effected for marry months. The ar-
rests were made for the following of-
fenses: disorderly conduct, 15; house-
breaking, 2; dru.nleenness, 16; petty
larceny, 4; breads of the peace, 43;
drunk an dIdiseirdierty, 13; robbery, 2;
using insulting language, 3; breach of
ordinance, .24; carrying concealed
weapons, 7; crazy, T ; rrsalktous cut-
ting, 2; selling liquor without a li-
cense, 2; conducting a disorderly
house, 3; malicious shooting, 5; viol-
ating the Sabbath, 6; rape, 2; vagrancy
4; gambling, ; suffering gambling,
1; raalicous assault, 3; murder, z;
cruelty to animals, t; assault, 1; to-
tal, 173.
Not only has this been the largest
month in arrests for a king time, but
for tfhe last twenty days of this month
the fines in the police court have
more Oust doubkd any two preceding
full months for years.
Judge Ed% ard Puryear has had a
ontistrally large number of prisoners
before hint, and to the chronic of-
fenders he (Idled out fines the con-
victed will remember for a long while.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is best, but there is only one
coal that can prove it. The Pittsburg
Coal office. 126 Broadway. Both
phones No. 3 James J. anennell,
General Manager.
Have you a room for rens?
a Register want ad.
RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH I TOWN-BOOMING
IN THE WEST.Marked Salmon Retaken in the Co-
lumbia River After roar
Years.
"What is believed to be tbo best eel.
&lace of the eilliciesey et artifictal
propagation of salmon that has ewer
been secured was recently obtained by
Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative
to the operation at the hatsheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy rum
Commissioner Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Poet-futelli-
gencer. "Mr. Kershaw rticalvad tails
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
'trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery fish.
"When the hatcheries were placed
In operation on the Columbia river •
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned" to their natty* sgstraing
grounds, and in what length of time.
"The marked fins and tails reseised
by Mr. Kershaw were found to be sal-
mon that were turned out of the Malan
ma and Chinook hatcheries four years
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 1901. The fish were
marked in a manner that leaves no
doubt of this fact. The small bones in
the fins were cut down and a hole
punched in the tall. The cutting of
the bones in the fin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his finger
—it never grows out again.
"The Columbia river was prastleally
depleted when the artificial propaga-
tion of salmon was commenced on
that stream, and the past several years
has demonstrated that it has been re-
stocked by some means.
"While only a part of the Seit were
marked when released from the hatch-
ertes. the fact that one trap owner on
the river found at least 100 of these
salmon during the past season is con-
clusive evidence that artificial propa-
gation is the only solution of the prob-
lem to prevent the depletion of the
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kershaw asked a number of
the Columbia river cannerymen and
trap op-rat. -s to watch for the marked
salrr 1, but 'ilring the rush of the
5, :a It was oparently overlooked.
:.sly re.o. -ias has been re-
'4.
• sit trcparbenee If • the sockeye
Balm.- that are tv ,-onducted at
the Be.•',4ti5m 5W ill be con-
tinued al. ',Inter ar. . large number
of sockeye r aced in the Nook-
sack and Sks. Avers.
"An air pump has lust been installed
In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
success of hatching salmon and to
keep them alive running water Is ow
sential. The air pump keeps the wa-
ter in the aquariums bubbling all the
Ume as it runs through the tanks and
off into the waste."
Not Star Spangled
:Par and feathers is not a peculiarly
American institution, as has been sup-
posed. It was Richard the Lion Heart-
ed who first proclaimed this punish-
ment. It was when he was setting out
for the third crusade that he gave
warning that "a robber who shall be
convicted of theft slia/1 have his head
cropped after the fashion of a diam-
pion and boiling pitch shall be poured
thereon and the feathers of a cushion
shall be shaken out on him, so that he
shall be known." At the first landing
he was to be set arhore, no meter
veers the ship Web land, and the ab-
sence of a rail was uuubtlees due to •
lac of that sort of fence. Perhaps the
western continent may .Uhl lay 0101n3
to that sort of punishment, but the
tar and feathers are no longer our
own.
Ugly Deer in Vermont.
It is seriously affirmed that farmers
In the northers part of Rutland county
would like permission to kill a big
ugly deer that would weigh dressed
300 pounds and has immense horns
This terror of 'the woods, they say,
chases men to cover, will not yield the
right of way when he meets teams i;
the road, and in devious ways makes
himself decidedly unpleasant. Re re-
cently paid a visit to a cast 1 eton farm-
er and, when ordered away. refused to
Try 
leave. althelneh seven Leber deer tea!
were wen him turned and lied whet,.
the farmer and his dog went out. The
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
UnlimiXed ticket 115.00 meals and
berth Included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $1.50 each, without
treats; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fa-
furthtr particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pam. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER,, City Pass
Agent, Phone 33,
big deer, however, was in no humar
for debate, and promptly chased the
collie Into the barn.—SL Albans Mes-
senger.
William 0. Watson, • well-known
lawyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the agle
pended illustration of one of the meth.
ode adopted to boom • town into exist.
ence:
"It Is nearly ten years," he says, "since
the country hereabouts has been, what
you might call, 'on the boom,' but it has
been ten years sine, the profeseloaal
town boomers quit us. The last Instance
of 'overnight booming,' I assasnaber was
the town of Laaewask. If you go
about six miles east of Oklahoma City,
you will NS a mail crane hanging be-
side the track, while, stretching en every
side as far as you can see, just plain prai-
rie, with hardly a house in sight, This.
Is Lanowack. The promoter, who had
been hanging around for some tints, sud-
denly purchased a quarter section of
land and tacked the name on it. He
was a boomer, one of the real sort who
'sold sail anything they got their
hands on.
"A blind man could see that there
was no town there, and nothing to
make a town, but it was the promoter's
business to sell lust such impossibili-
ties, and the way he did it proved him
a matter of his art. The Mr. Col.
Sellers who was doing. the business
there decided that a oertain German
settlement in northwest Kansas was
looking for just such a city as he had
to offer, and he went up to visit them.
He tarried a week, talked Lanowack
and painted rainbows for the moneyed
farmere who used to 'Hock der kaiser!'
Best eountre in the world and lots
of it, be told them; soil peculiarly fit-
ted for raising cotton, corn, wheat,
oats, rye, hay, turnips, radiehes, pars-
nips, children, Indians, and, in fact,
anything that a Christian gentleman
has a right to ask for on this lowly
footstool. Yes, and right in the
ecnnitzels was Lanowack—high, dry
and healthful, the Arcania of the west
•e promoter knew his men and
his business. After he had slung on
the beautiful red paint, he backed up
his special train to the station. The
Germans filled their pockets with the
green goods and tumbled In. They
were not going down as settlers, but
merely as Investors, who would reap
the harvest as Doan as the people
rushed In from the east and built up
the town, as they were sure to do.
They were getting in on the ground
floor. Of course they never suspected
that the promoter was in the cellar.
"The train passed through Lanowack
In the night, and the investors tumbled
out at Oklahoma City. At break of
! day the boomer bad his brass band on
,the street, and every saloon in town
was thrown open to the prospective
owners of Lanowack, the coming me-
trorxdis of the southwest. The visi-
tors would be marched into one sa-
loon while the band outside played
'Die Wach am Rhein,' and then they
would move on to another.
"By the time they were halfway
through the rounds. It was decided
teat Lanowack was the best proposition
before the American people and the
promoter was voted the savior of the
German citizen He stood .. well and
immediately got the crowd on board
the train, and they visited Lanowack
"The engineer stopped at the mail
crane that was all of Lanowack that
existed at that time, as to-day. But
the crowd was delightful. There was
the ground, just as the boomer had
said; there was the country stretching
round about. The air was light and
healthful, and the map which the era
motor spread out before them showed
the location of the pert office the
courthouse and federal building. Be.
sides, there was the braes band and
the railroad, and the kegs in the bag-
gage car, which had been brought
along, ea Lanoweak lacked a well at
the time and the water works had not
yet been installed.
"The lots we put up at auction,
and went like hot cakes, at price:
ranging from $25 to $100, aseording to
their proximity to the 'courthouse' or
'federal building,' or some other im-
portant municipal edifice calculated to
attract traffic. Business was good
The promoter was sorry he bad not
bought two quarter sections, as then
Lanowack would hare been twice as
large—on the map. After everything
had been sold, the train pulled back
into Oklahoma City, where ...owe were
more drinks, and everybody went to
bed richer by far than when he first
arrived in town.
"The promoter cleaned up some
thing like $5,000 out of the deal, atter
paying for his train, band, beer and
other expenses. About a year after
ward I met one of the Germans, and
rather sympatitheekerith him for the
way be had been anten in, but it was
pity wasted.
" 'Vy," he said, 'ye gets ter see der
coontry. ve pie railroad rite, al,
der peer vs vents, der fine moosIck anu
der leetle vLeation, unt Id only cost
huntret dolls. Id vas vett id.'" N. 1
Weekly.
Greedy Seagulls.
A Nanaimo fisherman had a unique
experience with a Sock of seagulls sev•
m's] evenings ago. He reached Menai-
too in as open boat containing two
tons of herring. While uptown the sea-
gulls took possession of the boat. Os
his return all but ISO flew away. This
number had so gorged themselves with
herring that they could not fly, but
hopped about in a state of helplessness
The fisherman finally climbed into the
boat said lifted them overboard. They
were able to swim with an effort, nail
mot of them went ashore to recover
from the efforts of Jisir feast. Taco"
ma I2dgef, 
—40
Poor Speaker.
H. L. Dawes, the distinguished Mais
sachusetts lawyer, in his young man.
hood was an indifferent speaker. Par-
ticipating in a law case soon after his
admissiou to the bar, before a North •d-
anis turtles of the peace, Dawes was op-
posed by an older attorney, whose sin'
pence attracted a large crowd that
packed the courtroom. The Justice was
freely perspiring and, drawing off his
:oat in the midst of the lawyer's do
quent address, be said: "Mr. Attorney,
supposing you sit down and let Dawes be-
gfn to speak. I want to thin out this
crowd."
Custom General.
The custom of giving Chrletmes Wee
on Cat iatmas day l. geue141 elopes a.;
Christian nations.
•••• •
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Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full lint ea
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., vasious grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
d D.Hannan
Beth Phones MI. 232 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenge.
Cyclone insurance
Jo
r$00,
,
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS 
1
'
MT_
Abram L Weil & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
The Regiaiter, delivered, 10c per week
 m111111111111immens
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE °
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, spa&
SOUTH BOUND No. toz
Rhone Louisville 
Soave Cincinnati 
12.01 p.m.
, 8.2o a.m.
Issave Owensboro 
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 -i•to p.m.
No. 103 No. 121
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NORTH BOUND
Ikon New Orleans 
Oft. Memphis 
*NM Jackson, Team. 
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No. 102
7 10 p.m.
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Soave Paducah 
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herited the land, which the lumber
firm is now claiming.
Trustee Chosen.
MONTANA MAN'S DOG WOW FAMILY FORTUNE&
species of Canine That Is Tame, Yee
Partakes of the Wild
In Looks.
THE WOODEN WOMAN. E. H. FUR:117E1;R,
Atturney-at-Law
WITNESSES
ARE ABSENT
LIBEL SUIT OF HAWKINS
AGAINST TOWBOAT GOES
OVER.
STANOFORD COMPROMISED
LIQUOR SELLING CASES
FRANKIE DIXON'S WARRANT
GOES OVER TO DATE TO
BE SET BY COUNTY AT-
TORNEY BARKLEY.
At Benton Today There Comes Up
Proceeding Against William
Crenshaw—Other Tribunals.
Yesterday Justice Charles Emery
took up the libel suit of Pilot Haw-
kins against the owners of the tow-
boat Monie 'Bauer for $307, claimed
due Hawkins for his services as pilot
on the craft. On account of some
witnesses being absent in Louisville
the magistrate contiued the proceed-
ig over until tomorrow for trial, by
which time the absent witnesses are
expected to be here. If the claim is
proven this will be certified to the
federal authorities who tie up the
boat until disposed of.
Proceeding Compromised.
William Standford has corn-
promised with the commonwealth the
1ALrrant gotten out against him.
charging that he sold intoxicating
drinks at his refreshment stand he
conducted just outside of Wallace
• park, before selling out a week or
two ago. He agreed to a fine of $20
ard costs, which added to the fine of
$15 and costs assessed against him
for running a disorderly house, mekcs
a total of $75.
Charge Against Hays..
Justice Emery has fined Bob Hays,
:he barber, $5 and costs for having
fight with W. J. Shannon. the I. C.
machinist, at Wallace park one night
several weeks ago. The court dis-
missed the warrant charging Hays
with ma.iciously assaulting Shannon.
Dixon Case Continued.
Yesterday Justice Emery continued
to a date to be set by County Attor-
bey Alben Barkley the warrant charg-
ing Frankie Dixon, negress. with run-
ning a 'disorderly negro dance in
Rowlandtown. The county attorney
will be out of the city for several
days, and when he returns the pro's
ceding will he taken up. The war-
rant is based upon complaints lodged
by white and colored residents of
Rowlandtown who claim the dance
something disgraceful.
Sued For Mule.
Yesterday Lawyer Mikt Oliver
filed suit in the quarter y coert for
Robert Watson against Joseph Riley.
of the county, for possession of a
mule. Watson claims that Riley
swapped Watson an old horse for
Watson's good mule, and it after-
wards developed the horsehadheavet
so Watson wants his mu:e back,
Case Up Today.
Hon. Mike Oliver today goes ti
Penton to defend William Crenshaw.
*rho is charging with maliciously
striking Charles Powers with intent
to kill. The case comes up before
County Judge Holland at that place.
Last is cek Crenshaw and Powers
pot into an argument at a wheat
threshing upon a farm Powers had
,rented out to another. Crenshaw
!truck Powers with a pitchfork.
Powers is about 75 years old. and
Crenshaw about 55.
Liquor Charges. '
Yesterday morning Judge Lightfoot
took up in his court the fifteen war-
rants charging Will Greek and part-
ners with selling liquor without a
license, and also selling intoxicants to
minors, at their stand Greek conducts
just outside the main entrance to
Wallace park. Greek Cairns the
liquids are non-intoxicating and after
the evidence was heard, the judge
continued the cases over until this
morning in order that the attorneys
can make their arguments.
Abandoned Same Month.
Nellie Dublin yesterday in the c'r-
(Alit court tiled suit for divorce
against her husband, Curt Dublin.
They were married here during July
ort.so5 and he abandoned her the same
month. She wants the divorce, and
restoration to her maiden name of
Nellie Augustus.
Property Possession.
Lucinda Daniels tiled suit for pos-
session of property against the Lang-
etaff-Orm Manufacturing company.
She claims that years ago her moth-
er. Amanda Daniels bought property
on the East side of Harrison between
Eleventh and TweIth, streets, and
that when her mother died she in-
The creditors of the Leander J.
Gossett bankruptcy case have se-
lected Master Commissioner Cecil
Reed of this city as their trustee to
take charge of the estate and wind it
up.
Young Wife Wants Divorce.
Paralee Moss filed suit in the cir-
cuit court for divorce from Joe Moss
on the ground that he abandoned her
live years ago. He lives in Water
Valley, Ky., and she says she was
only 13 years of age when they mar-
ried.
"Our Moral Life Is
Shamefully Neglected
(Continued From Page Four.)
quanity in government as to whether
or not it is a government for the
people or for the favored few. One
of the two must be, and the personal
charaoeer of those who are put in
office by tthe people truest determine
the character of host rule the people
will have.
Tweed, in New York, bossed and
grafted at will until the people put
Tilden to boss things with as high a
'hand as-tweed, but being an honest
man he rtiled in the interest of the
People. Geo. Cox and Lew Benard
formed a boss machine in Cincinnati
and the one being a Republican and
the other a Democrat for revenue
only, for years this corrupt rule was
arranged like the old negro's web
which he set to "ketch 'em a gwin and
a comin' ," until the people made a
clean sweep and put in honest men.
who alone can and will give honest
government. The :rose for graft has
no real political principle, and never
seeks leadership in the open, but gen-
erally Modestly seeks some secondary
place in which he may be enable i
somewhat unobserved, to direct the
machinery along the line of practical
politics in handling out the jobs and
qtrietly take in the rake-off.
Few governors or mayors are boss
grafters, but such a boss is found, in
a less exalted hut more eligible place
from which to direct the boys in the
trenches and hand them out sufficient
pie to encourage then* while at the
same time all the blame for bad gov-
ernment will be put upon the innocent
but (helpless riders in higher places.
and hence while the people are swear-
ing at the governor or the poor may-
or, the practiced political bogie is run-
ning a seen oiled and noiseless ma-
chine, which grimes out a handsome
profit to him all the time, until iie
becomes a political Warwick. never
seeking. hitt ever dictating who' shall
be the ruler of the political kingdom.
in theory. While he is ruler in fixing
the lines of iris own personal profit
Well, people meet be bossed, and
bosses ever have and ever will be in
politics. education and religion
Almost every coat dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones No 3. James J. O'Donnel,
General Maraeer.
NEGROES HONOR JACKSON
Mernorisl Window for Tleces-ed Con.
federate Chief Unveiled.
Roanoke, Va.. July 31.—A hand-
eesnee memorial window of General
Thomas ("Stonewall") Jackson was
unveiled in the Fifth Avenue Preehy-
terial church (negro) stodkre• The win-
dow was erected by the pastor. Rev
L. T Downing. the money for it.
purchase corning wholly from dneg-
roes. The exercises were largely at-
tended by both races, the confederate
camps of Roanoke and Salem and th.
chapters of the Daughters of the Con-
federacy of the same being well rep-
resented. The chief addressee, were
by leading white citizens of Roanoke
p. mother and father were
merreicre of a Sunday sehont class of
negro slaves taught by Jackson at
Lexington before the war and today's
exercises marked the realization of
an ambition Downing has had since
boyhood to pay fitting tribute to the
confederate commander.
The picture- presented in the win-
dow is that of an army camping on
the banks of ta strearne the inscription
underneath being Jackson's last
words 'Let us cross over the river
and rest in the shade of the trees."
NOTICE.
TO THE CITIZENS OF PADU-
CAH. KENTUCKY:
We have completed arrangements
whereby J. E. Williamson & Co., of
Paducah, Ky.. have become the agents
of your city for our celebrated Green
River White file:whine Stone.
Anyone desiring anything in Cgre-
e+ero •••o••'s1 •••r" r
re ateria' 010:r •-,e; ••• 1 • (..-•
plaeine their
F 1. scH01.17 &
Have you a room, for rent? Try
a Register want ad
The Register, to per week.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Roth telephones No. 3.
The hest coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal In Paducah.
I was smoking my pipe in the cabin
of an old timer Pito lives on Muddy
creek in southeastern Montana when
I happened to look out of the window
and sew an animal pass by that for
a moment I tok to be a red wolf, re.
Wee a writer in Forest and Stream.
I mid to the old man: "What have
you get eut there?" and he replied:
"Yes; I am glad you spoke about thati
I wanted you to see them pups."
Then, while we walked out of doors,
he told me that he had a litter of six
pups, half gray wolf and half ordinary
domestic dog, and that be 110 two of
these puppies still about the house, the
other four having been given away.
The wolflike animal, with four or
five other dogs, was standinz near a
wagon close to the house, and when
called galloped cheerfully to as, wag-
ging its tail and twisting lb body, and
thruid his nose Into the hand of each
of us, seeming to enjoy the pats and
caresses that it,reseived. In color it
was reddish, somewhat the °sloe of
the summer coat of a deer, raiskard-
ly so bright; there was morewof •
brown in it.. On the tail the hair lay
parallel to the akin and did not stand
out as it does on the brush of a fox
or the tall of a wolf or coyote. On
the other hand, the shape of the crea-
ture was that ef a gray wolf, which it
also equaled in use.
These pups are great thieves, and
tbinps have to be kept out of their
way or they will Meal them. They
cannot bark. Sometimes they appear
to try to do so, and break out into a
regular wolf bowl
WHAT MIKE'S FOREMAN DID
As Concisely Described by Nike
Himself for the Benefit
of Jury.
One of Eddie Foy's stories relates to
his experiences as a juror. It illus.
trate. the value of concise expression.
"Whin I was on the jury," says Foy,
"one of the cases I heard was that
of a laborer against the employer in
whose foundry he had been Inipred.
The foreman of the foundry testified,
and then the attorney for the plaintiff
called Michael Shea.
"'Mike,' inquired the lawyer, 'do
you know the gentleman who has just
left the stand?'
"'Sure I do.'
"'What does he do at the foundry?
"'He's the foreman.'
"'What are his duties as foreman?
- "Well, I don't know. Dor.'
"'Surely you know what the fore.
man's duties are,' said the hart-lister.
'You work under Mtn, don't you?'
- "Yes. He's me boss.'
"'Well, then. He draws pay for be.
tag your boss, and he must do some-
thing to earn that pay. Now, what
does he do"
"Mike scratched his bead for a me
menL looked at the ceiling, and thee,
a smile coming to his lips, he an
livered: 'What does he do? Well, Nor,
we do what he tells us—that's what
he do.'
"And with this definition of the du-
ties of a foreman we were compelled
to be content."
HCNOR CF THE CHINESE.
Angllahman from China Gives His
Opinion of the Sly Ce-
lestials.
"Chinamen ars, as a rule, very honor-
able in busincss matters, but it must not
be taken for granted that integrity is
universal with thtm," said Mr. H. M
Lakin, of Shanghai, according to an ex-
change.
"I have lived in the orient for many
years, and have had extensive dealings
with all sorts of eastern people. There
Is a saying that a Chinaman's word is
his bond, and this is very true from the
fact that it is n rare thing for them na
make any otter than a verbal contract
So It happens that what a celestial tells
you he will do will be performed in a
great majority of cases. The fact re-
mains, however, that you've got to pick
your man in China just the same as in
any other country. Ah Sin bag his coun-
terparts in his native land, and every
European over there can tell you of his
experiences with tricky Chinamen.
"I do not believe that a Chinaman Is
any more honest than his fellow
-man at
other nationalities, as le shown by the
vast amount of graft leg which perme-
ates the 'octal arid political life of the
empire. The individual Chinese busi-
ness man is straight in his dealings
largely because .t is a matter of nee's-
el ty."
Monkey with Spectacles.
In the Breslau garden
there is • spider monkey which was
operated upon for cataract and now
wears glasses. For more than a year
Liter it was received at the zoo It
was very healthy and lively, then it
became very quiet, ceased to play, and
crouched in • corner. It was exam-
ined and found to be suffering from
cataract, so was immediately taken to
the eye hospital and ?crater! upon
In less Vow a month It was fitted wiie
a pair of spectaclts, which it wears
41Ith becoming gravity.
Tao Waiter's Mistake.
The waiter in the cafe of the down-
town hotel did not mean to be rude. he
m istake was purely a social error
"What will you have next. lady'?" the
waiter asked, with the courtesy that be-
comes a waiter.
"Don't address me as 'lady!'" de-
manded the guest, with some show of
Initation.
"Excuse me. ma'am." replied the
waiter, "but all of us is liable to mate
mistakes."—San Francisco Chronicle.
IMMENSE WEALTH OF SONS
AMERICAN MILLIONAIRES.
Crowns of Old with A.11 His Vaunted
Wealth Was Poor by Com-
parison with Modern
Capitalists.
The great fortunes that have sprung
up so amazingly in this country during
recent decades to-day, in the opinion in
many serious thinkers, coastitute a
menace to our national well-being, says
Cleveland Moffett, in writing of "The
Shameful Misuse of Wealth," in Success
Magazine. Without these great for
tunes there would be no reign of luxury
in America, no flaunting of feasts and
follies, no riot of extravagance; with
them we may expect all the evils that
have in previous ci Rizations attended
upon enormous riches. And many of
these evils, as we have already seen, are
actually with us.
It is admitted that we are the richest
people In the world to-day—the richest
people the world has ever seen. The
vaunted wealth of Croesus is estimated
at only $8,000,000, but there are 70 Amer-
ica estates that average 936,000,000 each.
As showlag the rapid growth of individ-
ual fortunes in this country there is
interest in a list of rich men—printed in
1855—according to which New York city
at that time boasted only 28 million-
aires. And a pamphlet published some
years earlier says that in 1846 Philadel-
phia could show only ten estates valued
at a million or more, the richest being
that of Stephen Girard, which reached
$7,000,000. In contrast to which in 1893
there were over 200 millionaires in Phil-
adelphia.
As to New York city, the number of its
millionaires, according to best informa-
tion, is over 2,000, while the number of
millionaires in the United States is at
least 6,0000, or half the total number in
the world. There is one family alone,
at the head of which stands the richest
and most powerful man in the world,
John D. Rockefeller, and the wealth of
this family is estimated at a thousand
million dollars, a sum so huge that the
human mind quite fails to grasp it, a
sum so huge that if at the birth of Christ
Mr. Rockefeller had begun making a
dollar a minute and had let these dol-
lars accumulate day and night for all
these centuries, he would not yet, In
1906, have amassed a thousand million
dollars. And if Mr. Rockefeller should
to-aay turn this wealth into gold coin
and take it out of the country, say into
Canada, he would earry across the bor-
der three times as much gold as would
then remain in the United States. Nor
would he carry it himself, for the
weight of it would be 1,750 tons. And it
he loaded it on the backs of porters,
each man bearing his own weight in
solid gold (say 150 pounds) it would re-
quire 23,000 men to move it. And if they
walked ten feet apart the line of them
would reach 44 miles and would occupy
16 hours in passing a given point None
of which takes any account of the daily
Interest on this fortune, which interst,
if paid in gold, would require the
strength of seven men to carry it, for it
would weigh a thousand pounds. Such
are the riches of a single family!
IN THE LEGAL FIRMAMENT.
A. Rising Star That Was Going to
Dazzle Some of the Slow
Stovers.
The Chicago drummer who was ar-
rested for assaulting the landlord of a
south Dakota hotel found that there
was only one lawyer in the village and
that he had already been retained by
the plaintiff. In this emergency, re-
lates the Cleveland Plain ISealer, he de-
murred to being tried, as he was not
lawyer enough to plead his own case,
but the justice of the peace calmly re
plied:
"This c iirt will pee that you have all
your rights. Anybody seen Jim Peters
around here?"
"lie's out doors," answered some one.
"Then call him in."
Jim turned out to be a long and
lathy farmer's hfred man, and not at all
bright looking, and as he entered the
room his honor queried:
"Jim, which end of the cow gets up
first r'
"The hinder.end, sir."
"And a horse?"
"The fronter end."
"All right. This drummer has given
Joe Harris a black eye and wants a
lawyer to prove that Joe ran ag'in the
door casing and blacked it himself. I'll
app hit yen as his counsel."
"But I'm no lawyer."
-But you've got common sense, as
you've just eroved, and that's better yet.
Go right ahead."
Jim went ahead, and in ten minutes
be bad the other side so tai.git up that
his honor laid his spectacles se de and
said:
"Nu use to go any flirt nen There may
have been a row, and probably there
was a row. Lilt Jim 18 getting ready to
prove that the landlord was out in the
barn and the drummer across the street
and there's no use taking up the time
or -this court. I'll divide the costs and
the parties had better shake hands
while as for Jim Peters, be's a riving
star that will continue to rise until it
won't be considered no crime around
here to jump another man's claim and
steal his wife along with it."
In Dead Earnest.
A
ing telegram his
"Twins arrived
mail."
He went at once to the nearest office
and sent the following reply:
"I leave for home to-night. If more
some by mail seed to dead letter °am*
traveling
from
man received
wife:
to-night.
the follow
More by
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
BY I. K. FRIEDMAN.
The occupants of the other apart-
ments iu the tenement called her "the
wooden woman." The expression uu
her face, which never changed, was
woodeny, and even when bee moved
about she seemed to be carv'ed out u1
wood.
In the slimmer when the weather
was pleaant she sat natniue on the
steps, htr hands folded in tier lap, as if
she saw nothing ol the lite that was go-
ing on ayound her, as if she were com-
pletely absorbed by something that
was going on in her mind—her mind that
everybody thought was as vacant as the
stare in her eyes. st
Whenever the weather was unpleasan
or cold she sat it, ger kitchen with het
hands folded In her lap, the same vacant
stare in her big, calm eyes. This kitchen
itself was a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
Lamp burning there by day as well as by
night in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained a
hand
-made, hand-carved cupboard—
filled wIth old china that sparkled like
polished brass—in which she seemed
to take a particular del:ght, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the slight-
est variation, but with a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity and content.
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places," s-i.1 one other neigh-
bors to another, "I don't think either
would know it."
The wooden woman had lived in the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "good
morning" or "goodlnight" to anybody.
not even to her two roomers, who neve,
attempted to break in on her reserve,
appreciating the fact that they had a
landlady who neverinterfered wan then
privacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual-
ly shocked the wooden woman into life;
for she changed color, moved her hands
up to her face as if to ward off a blow tine
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How can I? My husband made it!"
"Your husband is a carpenter, then?"
asked the visitor.
"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
"Where is he now?"
The wooden woman let the questioa
pass unanswered, her ban.); folded in
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak-
ing she bad committed a cardinal sin
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
poor, to do some scrubbing for him in
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over-
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home in the evening before Fee
did and not find the hall lamp llgsr red
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
listening to the tick of the remorseless
clock.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and within
which it had fixed her, she became as
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilize.
Lion and dropped in the heart of an Ana
can jungle.
When the spring came the tenement
was surpriseckone day to hear the sound
of a woman's %CACc talking blithely ane
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
When that same voice burst into rap-
turous song the tenement was all aston-
ishment. But how can ore express the
tenement's amazement when it came t.,-;
recognize that the voice belonged tc
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood heieelf
Had she gone crazy? ef.
Mrs. Kirkwood's roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rest; the wooden
woman's husband had come home tine:
pectedly late the night before. and his
wife was aupremely,lnex7ress!bly hap-
py—nothing more.
A thousand questioes were set e re
nformant. ha this Kirdw.o,1 .
Alaska? Kid he inane his fer.i...
there? Had be been In lndia? Wu In
going to remain in Arne-reen or ,o-t-vi
with his wife whence he Lad come? Th.
^oomer shrugged his shoulders declar
ng he knew nothing bout the twofer.
kirayeeirkwood was r.irele as horn,
now. She was trotti.,e '..out his. 11,-
tusban,i clEy and nieht too.
to the restaurants, downtown oe ti
rands, to the North side on visits. *b^r
ever he had a mind in take her. and le
Fieetneil to base a mind to take her every
where. The wooden woman was as
completely transformed as if 30 years
had been suddenly settraeted from be;
age end she had been restored to bet
girlhood.
Then one fine day the tenemeni
learned from the roomer that the hus-
band had gone to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood war ( hanged
back into the wooden woman. Ile;
longs ceased; her laughter becain.
ewer and lower, then it riled awns
altogether; she spoke less and less
then net at all. She sat In het
clean, windowless kitchen the live
Ion's day, with hands folded, the old vie
cart stare In her eyes.
The tenement no longer wonders
abont what she Is thinking or toward
what the vacant stare in her big. calm
eta Is 4irevi..1.--01.1-ago Daily News
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ALBEWAN. BARKLEY,
Atterney at Law.
Room No, 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,.
Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank.
Marshell County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER,.
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the eourts of the
state. Both phones 3t.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 I.-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D..
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 2$11,
DR. R. E. IttARNE
BROOKHK..L BUILDING.
TELEPHONE 'NO- 444
DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., 1 to jp
Q. M. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. thildress
EYE, EAR, NOSE A ND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Moan 3 and 4,
Columbia Buildir.g
Phone zo4t—Red
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Batik and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyeis St,
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence, 819 Broadway. 0
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Frateanity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; Is;ew Phone 3as
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate*,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calenders
Framed right up to date in five misa.
ntes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE.
4p..1 Illessadisseir•
Dr. B. Tiria 11
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tal,
North Fifth, Both Pfiones 355.
Regidtbet 1041 Uay, uto Phone taw
1
AR.GEST! "%LIMP 'Urn 11%011t1PLETE
LeANGSTAFF-MRM riANUFACTURING tiOMPANY
Incorporated.
ONLY Sash and DLANT Owning their own Saw andDoor House j rADucAH, KY. ...planing milk and Dry Kiln
}laving just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Department we are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried. _ We are making especially low prices on house bills.
GET OUR PRICES ON "TWIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
'BOTH PHONES 26 LET US FIGUR
E WITH YOU 
Quality Rather
Than Price.
Vslien you are sick, wthen. you ses
-your chances to get well for a few
cents? Certainly not. A little dif-
ference in the quality of drugs used
in filling your prescriptions, some-
'times nralaes a big difference in the
'results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
• choice, and because we like it. Did
you ever notice that those who like
'their work are usually the best work-
men? This applies to all lines of bus-
iness or profession. Our policy is to
sgive the best posible quality at a real-
enable price, and to give our patrons
just a little more than they expect in
..good service- anti-highest quality.
Just try us next tune. We guaran-
rtee perfec satisfaction.
McPherson's
Drug Store.
IFOURILTH AND BROADWAY.
WANT
WANTED—Bilious people to take
joules' Liver Capsules 25C. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-room rest-
dstace in West End. All modern
eenveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
Occupied tiy Paducah Distilleries
company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens" of United
-
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
.write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SAILE--35 Acre improved
darns, Maxon Mills fine creek bottom,
-sonly Syso.00. Appey 673 *roadway.
FOR RENT—Furnished rdoms for
rent for roomers or light housekeep-
ing, at 335, South Thirdi
•
FOR RENT—One apartment in
'Sans Souci apartments, 308 North
Ninth street. W. E. Cochran.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
anti show cases, and one,3 foot colin-
Ater and show case, at Sewers
jewelry 'tote. 228 BrO2diit2y. _Cheap.
-- -
—Yesterday morning t. B. Wil-
lett driver of Weille's tbelivery Isogon
raw into the small automobile of Ilfa-
Cfrinitt L. Hagar, of the Foreman
- 
machine works,. • 'the delivery wag-
-on and smashe the auto
Almost every coal dealer claim*
Isis coal is the beast but there is only
one that can prove itt The Pitts-
burg Coal office, .1.26 Boadway. Both
• phones No. 3 J =nes J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
•
The chronic boaster is a target for
many an unkicked kick,
Eve ate the ,apple because there
'were no ice cream parlors open.
We would have nsore ideal cities
but for Vim scarcity of ideal citizens.
. .
175 -PHONE -175
and do your drug shopping
Our delive-y service is yours for
the asking --absoltitek ;rte. Use it
-early and often, or late if you wish
--as late as to o'clock at night.
'Don't hesitate to use it. We guar-
antee satisfaction. If the goods we
•send out don't suit you return them
Immediately. Our goods are always
worth the money to es.
,We make haste.
1. W. W ILIKER & CO.,
DICORPORATED.
°runlets FMB and MIRA
Bodi 112001.1 iflIMO
days in Uniontown, Ky.
Rev. Lloyd Wilson of Louisvile.
is in the city. • *A. gamy
Miss Zulu Cobb has returned from
s-isiting her brother In Evansville,
Ind.
Miss Marjorie Scott has returned
from visiting in Springfield. Ill.
Mr.. George Bauer and family have
gone to Louisville to visit.
Mr. Samuel Hirschfield of Louis-
g./Le arrived yesterday to visit his
r.tber, Kr. Morris Hirschfield of
North Fourth.
Mrs. J. W. McMitmara of Memphis
is here visiting relatives.
Foreman Joseph Walker of the I.
C., has returned from Chicago and
Centralia,
Mr. T. M. Baughan and family ale
-atsiting in Chicago.
-Mrs. Sydney McGee of Folsom-
dale, Ky.. has returned home after
visiting her mother, Mrs. Martha J.
Reed of North Seventh.
Mr. Edward Englert is in a serion3
condition on South Tenth street with
consumption.-
!Ass Mary Jarvis of Dyer, Tenn.,
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing relatives here.
Miss Vera Davis has gone to Ful-
ton for a visit.
Mrs. J. T. Hutchens and daughter
Alma went to Cerulean Springs last
right.
Mr. L. P. Head went to Eddyville
yesterday andassumed his position
as chief clerk of the penitentiary
there.
Mist Eizabcth Williamson has
gi ne to Smithhind to visit her aunt,
Mrs. James Baldwin.
Mr. J. T. Powell left yesterday for
Dawson for his health.
'Hrs. Ada Van Pelt of San Fran-
cisco will arrive today to visit her
sister, Mrs. W. M. Marble.
Miss Rosalee Green of Hopkinsvills
will arrive today to visit Miss Mar-
jorie Rigby.
Judge Wiliam Marble has gone to
the Great Lakes.
Mr. Bert Smith has resigned his
position in the accounting depart-
ment of the street railway office, and
went to Mayfield last evening to en-
ter the tobacco business.
Attorney Charles Grassham went
to Chicago last night on business.
+ + -:- -:- i• i• -:- -:- -:- •:-
+ .
-:- PERSONAL NOTES. +
+ :------ 
+
Mrs. Frank Porter, son) and moth
er, of DuQuesne, Ill., are visiting
Mrs. Clara Smith of North Seventh
Mks. Georgic Iiiilliday and son
Brooks have returned from visiting
in Uniontown, Term.
Mlisses Eloise Bradshaw and Kath-
erine Powell went to litopkinsville
yesterday to visit.
?Ass Frances B. Wilson of Rynne
I. T., arrived _yesterday to visit the
Misses Smith, the milliners.
'Mrs. James Sirk and children re-
turned yesterday from visiting in ,
Mrs. B. Rosenthal and daugghtse
ikliss Lula, of Owensboro, are
here.
'Mks. 'Mariam Zimmerman of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., is visiting Mrs. A. E.
Hawkins of Clay street.
Mr. James Vance of Little Rock.
Asia, yesterday returned borne after
visiting his sister, Mrs. James Mini'-
gnus.
Mks. Frank Ferriman has pone to
Dixon Spring's for a sojourn.
Mr. John S. Ellgeilluel bride ar-
rived yesterday.'their trip
through the east and are at The Pal-
me r.
Dr. J. E. Woelflg of Cairo was in
the city yesterday' rin business.
Mr. Frank. W. Cheek of Paris.
Tents.. arrived here yesterday and was
at The Palmer.
Mir. Jerry M. Porter of Clinton,
Ky., arrived in the city yesterday.
Mr. Blaine Kilgiore rrtsen!A yes-
terday from Anderson, Ind., where
he went and attended the funeral
Over the remains of his uncle, Col
J. I... Kilgore, who died in Europe
and was brought to Anderson for
burial.
Mr. T. B. Jones and wife of St
Louis arrived last evening to ettend
the funeral of the latter's mother
Mrs. Lucinda Flournoy who will be
buried today.
Mr. George Crumbaugb returnei
yesterday from visiting his daughter,
Mrs. Dr. N. S. Walker of Dyers-
burg, Tenn. Mrs. Crumbaugh re-
mained there, will resume his old position as chief
Mrs. Ben Vize and son Maddox of clerk for Stutz under The P
almer.
Mechanicsburg, are spending several Mk. Charles 'Hawkins co
ntinues the
cafe business
—Mail Carrier John Gentry of the
postoffice, has resigned. and been suc-
ceeded by William Roberts. the sub-
stitute. Henry Randall is made sub-
stitute.
—Dr. Edward Pettit of the Twelfth
and Trimble street drug store, is the
father of a girl baby, born to his
wife at the hoax of the latter's par-
ents in Metropolis setter Mr. -Pt+
tit is visiting.
Miss Angie Ray of North Twelfth
is visiting near Lovelaceville.
•Mrs. W. B. Cats-bent and grandson of
Nflonroe street have returned from vis
itin in Martin, Tenn.
Miss Elsie Wright is visiting
friends in Louisville.
Mn, Crawford of Shawneetown, Ill
is visiting 'qrs. Rore of Trimble
street.
Mrs. J. R. Moore and child go to
Chicago today for a visit.
Mrs. Henry Rawlings is here from
Mbrion. Ky.. for a visit.
Miss Eva Miller of Clark) street has
returned from visiting in Louisville.
'Miss Louise Gutherie and brother
Edward of Lincoln, Neb., will retirrn
home today after visiting Miss Eliza-
beth Boswell of "Aihnin 'Heights."
Charlottee Cosby returned yes-
terday from visiting in Henderson
Ky.
Miss Mary Emma Bolds of Clay
street has gone to Jackson, Tenn.
to isit her aunt, Mrs. M'. A. Lyons.
Mrs J. K. Wilson of Harrison
street has returned from Benton, ac-
companied by Mrs. J. R. Wilson.
Misses Anna and Elizabeth Boswell
of Afton 'Heights go to Evansville
Ind, tomorrow to visit.
MT. Harry Atkins, the dry goods
drumsner, returned Ian night from
Missouri and Arkansas
+ + + + + + + + + + +
• 
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—A business and prayer meeting
will be head at 7:45 o'clock this eve-
ning the First Baptist church. A
full attendance is desired.
-lAt the -meeting next tuesday
night of the Academy of Medicine
Dr. Vernon Blythe will give a lecture
on "Infant FeecNng."
—Mk. Louis Rieke. Sr., was report-
ed slightly better last night at his
home on Seventh and jefferteri streets
here be is seriously ill. •
—Mr. Frank) Dargal is able to hees-
hie around on crutches. and it will be
many days before he recovers the
full use of his injured leg.
—Messrs. Albert and Charles Haw-
kins, propietors of the cafe. have dis-
solved partnership, and the former
A mean man umally rejoices be-
cause of his naaann-ss
ICssninig may be tiange-rorist, but we
are not a race of-onwards.
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Cairo, 21.7, falling.
Chattanooga, 7.0. rising.
Cincinnati. Ito, falling.
Evansville, 10.2, falling.
Florence. 5.5, falling.
Johnsonville, 10.0, fa:ling.
Louisville, 4.8, falling.
Ma. Carmel, 1.1, falling.
Nashville, 11.5, falling.
Pittsburg, 6.3, fall.
Davis Island Dam. 3.4, faffMg.
St. Louis, 11.4. falling.
Mt. Vernon, 9.8, falling.
Paducah, r3.2, falling.
The Lyda has gone to the Cumber-
.
.and river after a tow of ties.
Martha Henning has gone to the
Ohio river after a tie tow.
The towboat Inverness came in
from the Cumberland river and left
for the Ohio river. •
There has gone to the Cumberland
river after ties, the towboat Jim
Duffy.
The steamer Cycle skips out for
the Tennessee river this afternoon at
5 o'clock and comes back again next
Monday night.
The Joe Fowler eomes in today
from Evansville. and departs im-
mediately on her return that way.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
right and lays her until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before getting
away on her return trip.
At eight o'clock this morning the
steamer Dick Fowler will leave for
Cairo and come back tonight about
eleven.
438 South Second St.
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
Ws are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for $845.
$7.30
1545
-75
$1.50
Our entire line of Cut Glass, at 3 o per cent off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent-
off regular price—you must see this I inc to estimate Ml, the bargians we
are offering
A special reduction on every art icle in our store for to days only—
swiss* for ca—
Our repairs must give you math faction.
Byes tested free.
A Seth Thomas $ia.00 Mantel Clock for 
Roger's 1847 Knifes and Forks, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t, 
essoine Rogers' Tablespoons., a set 
Eye-See Jewelry Co
31$ BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. CONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
sr You, Barperiense.
The Reuben Dunbar came of the
Cumberland -river last night and lays
here for repairs, while the ffuttoeff
leaves today for Nashville, resuming
regular trade after a several
month's lay-up.
The City of Savannah passed out of
the Tennessee river this morning en
roue to St. Louis.
This morning early the City of
gatIella went into the Tennessee
river, having come over from St.
Louts.
Card of Thanks.
We wish to ex-tend our deep, heart
felt sympathy to all friends who were
so kind during our sad bereavement
that deprived us of our son, 'John
Mix. The many floral tribetes call
tor especial thanks.
HARRY MIX AND FAMILY.
Pfttrg Coal Co-, office No. za6
&roadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coat in Paducah_
—Mrs. Bock is recovering
from a six weal,' iTInesis with stomach
tremble at her koene in the Moore
flats, on Clay near Sixth street.
PADIJCAH CEN7 RALli
YOU'VE BEEN THINKING.
of it for some time. Why not enter now? Hundreds of our students
are filling good positions. The Dem and is greater than ever before.
NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT.
Our Bookkeepers and Stenographers succeed where others fail. Call
at college office and thei rletters will convince you. We secure positions
free. No graduates unemployed.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
---ammwmaggma
Abram L. Weil & Co (4
FIRE INSURANCE
0 Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
&Mee Phone 369, ▪ Residence Phone 736
HUGHES
V
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building •
OFFICE PHONE 411+4 111211IDESCE PHONE pg
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Meant
z s Mess Tawas. Moses.
1 554 These Pewee Wear-
11 Norse Power Motor.
t se Maras Power ilsamt.
sos Light Drum°.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
111-123 North Fourth Street.
MINIM 
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.'
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY Both Phones No. 110. 208. 206 S. Tnird
NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place your fall orders too
-- soon. Wait for prices on our
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
Coal for wagons at Elevator Pot* Telephones 254.
Foot of
S ri eK West Kentucky Coal Co•
